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Downs Kicks ASH 
• Professor Howard 
Downs has 
threatened to sue 
ASH and Hastings 
for libel over a 
student comment in 
ASH Headnotes. 
By Steven Feinstein 
""""'IN""'" 
Professa Howard Downs has 
threatened to sue the Associalb:i 
Students of Hastings (ASH) and 
Hastings for libel over a student 
oommeotin Thel994EditionASH 
HeodMks. 
Downsc:alledASHPl'esident-
eleci Joanna Madison and 
threatened to sue ASH foc libel 
for publishing Headnoln and to 
sue the Hastings bookstore for 
selling iL Overall the review of 
hisClassActiooSeminarwasver:y 
pJlitivc but acconIing to ASH 
!IJUlt;CS Downs was upset with 
one student's comment: "Downs 
wanted to finish an ankle. We 
did the research. An offensive 
display of dishonest academia ~ 
Madison responded to 
questions about Downs' threats 
saying, "This is a legal mattec, I 
don't want to comment." 
Downs did not respond to two 
phone messages left by the 
Academic Dean's office. 
ASH Secretary Lesley Kim 
was the chairwoman of the ASH 
Headnotes Committee. Kim said 
shc''wassurprisedthataprofessor 
wou1d think thai a statement by 
onestudentwou1dadvcnclyaffect 
his reputation on campus. He is 
by far ODC of the most popular 
professors on campus." 
Kim explained thatHeadnolcs 
are compiled from anonymous 
student sW'Veys and thai the book 
clearly states how many surveys 
wert turned in for each class 
reviewed. Kim said. "It is 
important that students be able to 
retaintheiranonymitysotheytum 
in honest responses." 
''The professcn a1 this school 
canbesotouchy,"said Kim. "You 
have got to expect a good deal of 
criticism when you are in their 
position. They need to work with 
our criticism to improve classes 
instead of just taking Ihe 
statements as personal attacks." 
Kim said thai in the future 
"Heodnoles will have a broader 
more precise disclaimer but 
otherwise will remain the same. 
Students need to have a forum 
where they can be uucrly and 
brutailyhoncsL Studcntsalsoneed 
to know what liley are getting into 
when they take a class." 
ASH Vice-Presidenl-elect 
Robert Raga said, "Students have 
arighttoknowwhatolherstudcnts 
think. That is the bonom line." 
Many faculty members have 
questioned whether Downs' threat 
tosueforlibel is wiseand whether 
it is likely to be meritorious. 
ProfcssorDavidLevinesaid. "Ifil 
came to that, I think it would be 
unfoounale." He continued. "k; 
far as Hastings is concerned we 
Candy for Kane: $168,000 
Board Sets Dean Salaries, Caves and Saves Wu 
Vee, and Puts West Block Apts. Up For Sale 
By DOIly ReynoldS 
NEWSEDrroR 
Hastings' Board of Directors 
voced topay Dean Mary Kay Kane 
a salary of $168,000 a year, to 
modify the coUege's relationship 
with Wu YeeChiidDeve10pment 
Center.and IOpJacethefourWesl 
Block residential apartment 
buildings on the market, al 
meeting held March 18 during 
Spring Break:. 
Wilhootdiscussion, the Board 
voted unanimously to pay Dean 
Mary Kay Kane $168.()(x) I' year 
andAcademicDeanLeoMartlnez 
SI30,()(X)ayear. Thiswasthe fu:;t 
lime that the Board voted on 
salaries in open session. as a new 
We're No. 20, or No. 126, or Whatever 
$26,400 would 
entitle Hastings 
students to prior-
ity for 17 spaces 
in the child care 
center. 
• Two national 
magazines tank 
Hastings very 
differently. 
By Steven Feinstein 
EDIToR IN CmEP 
Hastings ranked twentieth in 
the 1994 Annual rankings of the 
"BeslLaw SchooJs~ in U.S. News 
d: Wor/dRepor, and one hundred 
twenty-sixth in Tilt Nalional 
JlITisI ranking of"'Ille Best Law 
Schools." 
U.S. News ranked Hastings 
Ihru places higher than last year, 
whc:llitcameintwtnty-third. U.s. 
News made many changes in the 
way it formulated the rankings 
this year which resulted in ''more 
shifts than usual in the law school 
ranJcings,"YaleplacedflrstarnOllg 
the 176 ranked American Bar 
Association (ABA) approved law 
schools. Among California 
schools, Stanford placed third. 
Boall Hall placed ICfIth, UCLA 
placed sixteenth, USC placed 
eighteenth, and UC Davis placed 
thirtieth. 
The schools were mnked in 
variouscategcries. Hastingsrated 
best in reputation among lawyers 
and judges placing sevenleenth. 
Hastingsranked lowest in faculty 
resources, rony-fourth, which is 
based on expenditures on 
instruction, the library. and 
student-faculty ratio. Roben J. 
Morse, the U.s. Ncws reporter 
who compiled the survey, said 
thai the data in the survey is 
provided by the law schools and 
"no data is audited." 
Many have questioned the 
figures in U.S. News that 89 
percentofHastingsgraduateS3fC 
employed six months after 
graduatioo and that the median 
salary of 1993 graduales 
employed in the private sector is 
65,000 dollars. Kristin F1ierl, 
Director of career Services, said 
thai the 89 percenl flgUfC is based 
on a survey of 316 of the 382 
CD,.tiIr .. ~d II,. PtJp 7 
state open meeting law requires 
the University ofCalifomia (UC) 
todetermine the salaries of its lOp 
offtciaJsinopensession.Martinez 
and Kane each also receive the 
benefits they are enti tled to as a 
member of Hastings' facuilY as 
well asa free parking spot in the 
faculty garage. 
Kane'ssalaryisquitegenerous 
compared 10 the salaries of the 
deansattheotherUClaw schools. 
Dean Susan Westerberg Pragerof 
UCLA is paid S136,206 a year, 
[professorsjarepublicfiguresand 
public officials and I think the 
high standard for defamation 
C"fIIin .. ~d 011 P",~ 12 
Disabled 
Shut 
Out 
• New security 
policies make it 
much harder for 
disabled students to 
enter Hastings. 
By Eric C. Johnson 
ACE REroRlBI. 
ThelockingoflheHydeStreet 
doors of Ihe 198 McAllister 
building annoyed many Hastings 
students, but for the students in 
wheekhain, the inconvenience 
ismuchmorethanmioor. Unable 
to use the card system. these 
Sludents mUSI wait on the street 
untiltheguardsactivatethedoors. 
Underlheoldsystem.disabled 
students could push a bUllon 
which would automaticaUyopen 
the doors to the 198 building. 
Citing security reasons. Hastings 
locked the Hyde street doors to 
the 198 McAllister building and 
placedsecurityguardsinthemain 
lobby. Unlike the rest of the 
Hastings community. many 
disabled Siudents are unable to 
operate the card-sliding system 
Colllilr .. ~4 " .. Pag~ 1/ 
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Hastings Agent lllegally 
Harased Alumna 
• A collection 
agency for 
Hastings violated 
federal law in 
attempting to 
collect a Hastings 
loan. 
By Steven Feinstein 
EDITOR lNCmEF 
A collection agency for 
Hastings College of the Law 
violated federal law by harassing 
SusanReyes,aJiastingsgraduate, 
at wort about an unpaid student 
loan and violated the loan 
agreement by trying to tack on 
$3,600 in illegal costs, the 
appellate department of the San 
Francisco Superior Court has 
ruled. 
The illegal harassment began 
when Hastings hired Unger & 
Associates, a debt collection 
agency, tocollect on an education 
loan which Hastings made to 
Reyes when she was a student at 
Hastings. Unger, as an agent for 
Hastings, later sued Reyes on 
December21, 1992. Reyescross 
Victorious CrossCompkJinonJ 
SILf4llR~ 
complained claiming Unger had 
violated the Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act (FDCPA). 
The appellate court found that 
"the trial court erred in failing to 
Hnd Unger clearly and repeatedly 
violated the Federn.l Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act" Unger 
was found to have violated the act 
by overcharging Reyes for 
amounts which were not 
authorized by law or agreement, 
misrepresenting the amount of the 
debt, and calling Reyes' 
workplace after Reyes requesled 
that these calls stop. 
Reyes said the suit was Hied 
by Unger immediately after she 
fmished a six month disability 
deferral when she had reflex 
sympathetic dystrophy, a serious 
nerve disorder. She said Hastings 
never responded to her request 
foradeferra1 extension which she 
flied because she was still unable 
to work because of her illness. 
Reyes is concerned that while 
she was able to defeat Unger's 
demand for collection fees far in 
excess of the 25% fee allowed in 
her promissory note other alumni 
"are being pressured by this 
collection agency to sign 
promissory notes including the 
excessive fees. If you refuse to 
sign you get sued." She said, "a 
lot of people signed the 
promissory notes ... they assumed 
Hastings can't be screwing us." 
Reyes said, Hastings alumni "need 
to be aware of who Hastings is 
doing business with." 
Reyes said she informed 
Hastings of the illegal Jr.lCtices 
but, "Hastings said to just deal 
with Unger." 
The courtnoted, "the FDCPA 
Colllin,,~d 011 Pag~ 13 
Our "Hateful" Faculty 
By Eric C. Johnson 
AC2.REPoitTER 
On March 31, Hastings 
students were confused. In 
addition to the usual bewildering 
material,thereappearedtobetwo 
different issues of the school 
newspaper. The Hastings Law 
Ruse was the annual April Fool's 
Day edition of the Hastings Law 
News, but in its place some 
students found the Hmejul Law 
News, a similar looking 
publk:ationproductd by members 
of the Hastings faculty. According 
totherecordsoftheHastingsLaw 
News,this isthefirstunauthorized 
parodyoftheHaslingsLawNews. 
Professor Eileen Scallen 
admitiWtoa beinga writer for the 
Hateful Law News, but did not 
elaborate on which article or 
articles she wrote. ScaJlen also 
stated that she did not write the 
Editorial Policy Statement of the 
Haltful Law News. Scallen 
declined to name which other 
professors were also involved, 
calling that "an individual choice 
foreachfacuItymernbertomake." 
Professor Stephen Lind also 
admitiW to panicipating in the 
production of the Hateful Law 
News. 
Professor Marsha Cohen 
stated, "I know that [Professor 
David] Faigman was the primary 
player, and I commend him for 
his effort, butl didn't know it was 
secret who was involved." 
Faigman, while admitting to 
reading the Hmejul Law News, 
would "neitherconfum nor deny" 
being a participant. 
Other faculty members were 
also involved in the production of 
the Hatejul Law News, but their 
participation could not be 
independently verified. Some 
professorscontributedfmancially 
but did ItO!. author any articles. 
Reactionfrom thefacultyover 
the Hateful Law Ne ws has been 
gcnerally positive. Professor Evan 
Lee felt that producing the paper 
"must have taken some serious 
time and expense, which shows 
underlying discontent, but it was 
an effective and hannJess method 
to let off sleam." Professor 
Radhika Rao thought the concept 
was c1everandespecia1ly cnjoyed 
the"LawProfessorDatingAJien" 
story. 
According to Academic Dean 
Leo Martinez, the Hastings 
administration did nor: give prior 
approval nor had any knowledge 
of the Hateful Law News, "The 
administration respects the First 
Amendmentrightsofthefaculty," 
Martinezstated,"justasitrespects 
theFirstAmendrnentrightsofthe 
students." However Associate 
Academic Dean Brian Gray 
refused to comment on his 
involvement with theHasejulLaw 
News. 
The HastingsLawRuse was a 
16-page paper with a lead article 
of "Graduation is in the Hole." 
Contin"u on Pog~ 1 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
Lull' News Named "Best" 
The National Jurist, a nationwide magazine for law students, 
listed the Hastings Law News ftrst in an article abOut the "Best 
StudentNewspapcrs"in ilSApril/May 1994 issue. Theanicletitled 
"Campus WatChdogs" described the Law News as "an aggressive 
and critical watehdog." In addition, the article said "One thing is 
certain however. Studcntscan't wail to read thenextissue." Editor 
to students and treats their 
sseriously." 
The Nalwnal J wirt also featured an articlc about ASH violating 
Smilh II. Regellls that was taken from a Law News article by News 
Editor Dolly Reynolds. 
Moot Court Teams 
OnMarch 18-20 Hastings' MOOICounleamspanicipatedinthe 
Westem Regionals of theNational AppellateAdvocacy Competition 
in Denver, Colorndo. AJthough neither of the two teams qualified 
forthe fmals in New Orleans, Louisiana, Tamara Phillips won first 
p1aceand Jane McClwe won second place overall as individual 0IaI 
advocates.. 
Twenty.six teams from schools within the We5lem region 
participated in the competitiolL The Western Regioo contains all 
schools wesLofTexas. Stanford, UCLA,and BoaIt Halllaw schools 
did not send teams 10 the competition. Hastings sent two team.! U) 
the competition. The two teams wen: picked at IlyOUIS in fall, and 
have been practicing extensively since they were selected. The fll$t 
team consisted of Michael Creer and Jeanne Fahey, both second 
year students. Tamara Phillips and Jane McClure, also second year 
students, were the second team representing Hastings. 
Both teams survived the fU"St. two days of the competition and 
made thetut to sixteen teams. Only the top four teams from these 
~xteen teams qua1iOed fc.- the national finals. Both teams from 
Hastings lost in the single elimination competition on thefinal day. 
The four qualifiers were the two teams from Texas Tech Law 
School and two teams from \.he University ofTex.as Law School. 
Students Win Scholarships 
Hastings students were selected to lflCcive nine of [utecn 
scholarsrups awarded by the W.t.1ey W. Manuel Lew Foundation in 
1994. The Foundatioo was established in 1982, in memory of the 
ftrSt African American California Supreme CourtJustice, the la1e 
Wiley W. Manuel. Justice Manuel, who was the first Black petSOrI 
to serve as editor-in-chief of the Hastings Law JOlITnal, graduated 
second in hls class at Hastings, in 1953. 
The 1994 awardees are part of the braintrust al Hastings. Two 
third year students leCCived the award Cor the second year in arow. 
The presenters announced thatAJexa Smith will be matriculating at 
Harvard University next year, earning an ll..M. Her areas of 
concentration will becritical racetheory andcorporue finance. The 
other third year student recipient was Mark. Jackson. 
Second year students honored with the award included Bryan 
Bowers,DianeLewis,DanieUeOchs-TillOtSOfl,andRonaldTaylor. 
First year recipients were Melody Lowe, Dawn Steele and 
Charlene Usher. 
The goal of the Wiley Manuel Law Foundation is to educate and 
enlighten youth to attain personal achievements so that someday 
they may lead others to eradiCate !he flK:iaI, economic, and social 
inequalitiesinthelegalsystem. TheFoundatioo'sprogramsinclllde 
the annual High School Moot Court Competition, whlch seeks 
students from Oakland public ICboois to pre.sentappeUateargwnenls 
before penels of local judges, attorneys and school administratcn 
The Foundation Scholarships are awarded annually 10 law school 
students who demonstrate schoJarship, commitment and induslly, 
and community SCfYicc. Hastings students were honored to be 
recognized for their hard work: and community involvement, in the 
tradition of alumnus Wiley W. Manuel. 
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Patriarchy Wanes as Kane Claims the Reins 
By Dolly Reynolds 
N,..,EoooR 
With Aretha Franklin singing 
"Respoct" in the background, the 
Clara Foltz Feminist Association 
held a well-attended wine and 
cheese reception April 5 
celebrating the appointment oC 
Hastings' fintwcmanDean,Mary 
Kay Kane, "II'sabouttime,"said 
fltSt year Sarah Tigerdez, "115 
years is far (QO long 10 wail" 
''This isa historic event," said 
Clara Foltz chair Reagin Rasnic, 
"and we wanted to bring it to the 
aue:ntion of the entire school." 
RasnicnotedthalwhilcHastings 
hu never before had a woman 
Dean, the two candidates 
considercdmostscriouslyforthc 
positionlastfallwaebothwomen, 
"II R:(lec1S very positively on 
Hastings when the people who 
spe.ak for the institution at the 
highest level are truly 
representative of the student 
body,~addedClaraFoltztreasU!'Cl" 
Sara Kurlich, WomeD generally 
comprise between 49% and 51 % 
of Hastings' swdent body, one of 
the highest percentages of women 
students among all the ABA 
accredited law schools in the 
counlI)', 
"We should all celebrnte the 
times we're in," said Dean Kane 
during a brief address, "it's been 
an ClItraordinary pleasure to be 
pan of the stream of change," 
Kane noted that when she 
graduated from the University of 
Michiganin 1968,therewereonly 
19 women in her class of 425, 
Now, she said, "we have two 
women senators from caJifomia. 
the Cbair of Hastings Board of 
Directors is a woman, the 
presidentof ASH isa woman,and 
4outof50fthelawjoumaleditors 
are women, II's all part of the 
stream," 
The many professors in 
auendance were unifonn in !heir 
glowing praise of Dean Kane, 
"Her aplXlintment is certainly 
well-merited," said Professor 
Malone, "she'sa woman with real 
administrative skins as well as a 
scholarly background, and a great 
sense of humor," 
"Shc'seminentlyqualifiedfor 
thisdeanshiporforanydeanship," 
said Professor Levine, whoadded 
that friends of his at other national 
Jaw schools often mentioned 
Kane as someone they'd "love to 
get"tobedeanoftheirlaw school. 
Academic Dean Leo Maninez 
called the appointment of Kane 
"tremendousandnotjustbecause 
Mary Kay isawoman,butbecause 
I mink the world of her," 
WhenaskedhowHastingswil! 
be: different now that it has a 
woman dean, students became 
more thoughtful. "It's a 
Kane saids "we 
have two women 
senators from 
California, the 
Chair of Hastings 
Board of Directors 
is a womans the 
president of ASH 
is a woman, and 4 
out of 5 of the law 
journal editors are 
women." 
benchmark, part of a larger 
symbolic change," said flI'Slyeat 
SamiIa Sadeghi, "women are a 
major force in law today. It's 
imlXlnantthatHastings,lheoldest 
law school in the west, is now 
headed by a woman," First year 
Molly McKay agreed, saying that 
Kane's appointment represents a 
signifIcant institutional change. 
"It's a slow change, nO{ a flash 
lXlint," McKay said, ''but when 
change happens slowly, it tends to 
last," 
AsArethasang"YouMakeme 
Feel like a Natural Woman", a 
radiant Kane told the Law News 
that she was enormously flattered 
and honored by the reception. 
"Times are changing," she said, 
"if the women whoarecoming up 
nowcan take my aplXlintmemasa 
Sign of what is IXlssible, that's 
greaL" 
Clara Foltz held a raffle in 
which three students won lunch 
with Kane at Stars, although the 
location of the lunch was 
subsequently changed to Mll's, 
One of these high-speed, high-performance 
machines can be yours for low monthly payments. 
The other one is just here for lookS. 
""""'~~\1 •• ""'_woIdm, 
"""H...JA"""r,~;.sI_ 
1II<"'.IIJ._liXJliWiIIlW . ... ""_IM 
Pf"":rv.;k."".W«f.>J,!o.d.Jk,~U,,,"'''''''' 
Right now, IIhen)l-.J \juali~' for !he Apple QJtnputl'r Loan,)1JU could pay as hilI!' ana~~k, limulatoo\, viJI'I)e!liung and nillch 1l¥Jft' Without lIa>tiJl~ time. UjOO'd 
~~~: =;!~fu~ =~:~~~~~ EM "Nt 1t.i1N5ffMi.fiH' ~~/~:e~~::~~~n~:~r ~\acint(\;h, \~'it 
means )t1\11I have the a/lilil)' to run htgh·performallce programs like sUliStical $lire to 6nd a dream machine thalS 1I~III'i\thm ),our boogt'l Apple. 
Available at 
Hastings Bookstore 
Drop in or call for price information. 
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OCI Changes Congressman Matsui to be 
By Doug Carlen lim'''''''q",tid.,u",dnOCl<" Graduation Speaker 
ExEcurTvEEDITOR Stanford and Boalt Hall. what you've just heard. commitmenttopublic service. He 
a!:=:=:~=!: By ~~~~RnOlds :~~~N:~~t:~~ ~~y~~~::foc~~:; 
Employers ~cipating in On 
Campuslnterviewsthiscomingfall 
will have the opportunity lO screen 
resumes in filling half of their 
interview schedule. Some srudents 
fear however that lower ranked 
students may lose theiropportunity 
tomeetwithemployersoncampus. 
ThecareerServicesTaskForce 
has decided to experiment with the 
ocr program next semester by 
allowing fums to fiU half of their 
schedule through screening of 
resumes. The goal of the change is 
to increase the number of students 
who get jobs through OCI. 
In the past, students were 
aSSigned to employers through a 
lotterysystem.lnthefall,thelottery 
will only be used to fiU halfofeach 
finn's schedule. The remaining 
interviews will be filled by the 
employers from the resumes 
submiued by students. 
"Neither UCLA nor Boalt Hall 
uses a screening system in their 
OCI program," said John Young, 
who supervises the DCI program. 
Youngbelievesthatthenewsystem 
may increase the number of 
employerscomingtoHastingswl\en 
theyleam that they will be able to 
select whom they interview. "The 
program will not create any more 
work for students," Young 
emphasized. 
The new system, which will 
onlybeusedonatrialbasis, willbe 
evaluated at the eonclusion of next 
year's hiring season to sec ifitis 
more effective. 
Many students agreed that the 
new plan is a reasonable 
modification of the OCI program. 
"It makes sense. If the employer 
doesn't pick you for an interview, 
then an interview would have been 
awasteoftime,"saidNicoleGreen, 
a second year Student. 
The number of employers who 
will be participating in Fall OCI 
now stands at 140.Atthispointlast 
year 17Bemployershadconfinned. 
Young is hopeful that this number 
will increase. He will be going to 
the National Association of Law 
Placement (NAlP) meeting next 
week to try to recruit more 
employers. He is alsoseelring to 
attract more of the employers who 
MR. CLEAN 
(AlRUNE ClEANERS) 
PROFESSlOIW. ONE.sTO~CUANERS 
ORYQ.ENfflG-EXPERTALtERAT'aiS 
FINIISHEDVJJNORY-WASH'N"FOlO 
changes in the OCI program. page 95." Cox continued the rest of fiery idealism of that 
~e~~~~:~~edM~~::etc~r~~~ The 1994 graduation speaker of the class as if nothing had characterized by the Kennedy 
Services should seek to attract will be Hastings alumnus and happened. ge~7~:~or\Oeedstocreate 
more employers other than ~~uiongressman Roben T. rem~~:;::~~:ie~~~~ alegacyofcommiunenttopublic 
~!~~~e~~:u~d l:::e ~~ Matsui'smostvividmemory Harding's assassinations, though service,and,unfortunately, we're 
~~~:::~~~::r:ru~: ~e~~~g::as=rn=id: :~~,,,~;~;i;~O~~~~ :~~~~sa~!:~~:; 
sized finns and does nO( involve flfStyearconuactsc1asshadjusI was nothing new." oflatent idealism in thecounuy. 
the expense of a tradjtional OCT ~:;n7h:~~e ::~d~~~~f~~ tOO~~~~i~~ti~~~:~:toa~~ :~h~I~~~o~;~a~=::: 
pros::~ askerl if Hastings' rise :e~e:~~~ ~:; ';:~J~~: ;;;:e:~ ~ ~~~;~~ ~~ ::~:i~oi~~i!~~~:~"n:~ 
~:~e~'i~~~;~rn;:~~m=~~ KennedyhasbeenshotinDaUas, views on public service. Matsui has the potential to become a 
employers ~cipating in ocr, and ~~~~ntra:tsprofe.oor, ~~~an~:::;:~~r;: ~~c!l ~ :~~~dK=;~~~:~~ 
~:~;~::!~t:~I'~;yn::::,~ ~l~~:=:;~t~~~~~:n~ ~~~;:~~:e:::::~:~~ generation. "All truly great 
to the rankings, those are for students and said, "all I know is plus ~a change, plus it stays the =:=ish=~nn::!~ 
admissions purposes." same. the challenge," said Matsui, 
Disabled Locked Out 
Contil"ltdfromPo.g~J 
and pull open the door. To enter 
the building now, wheelchair-
confined students must push a 
button that alerts the security 
officers in 200 McAllister 
buildi.<lg. Theoflicerondutythen 
activates the handicapped-access 
buuon and opens the door. 
"The problem with the way 
thingsarenow,"RobertHadiock. 
a third.yearstudent who uses a 
wheelchairstated,"isthetimewe 
are stranded on the street." The 
average time between a student 
pushing the new button and the 
dooo; octual1y opening is about 
one minute. "By that time, 
someone inside the building will 
walk over and open the door," 
Hadlock explains. 
During the day, thc doors are 
usually opened by a passing 
member of the Hastings 
community. But at night, when 
there are fewer people around, 
they are left vulnerable on the 
street while waiting for the doors 
to open. 
Ed Levine,FacilitiesManager 
for Hastings. stressed that a 
considerable amOWlt of thought 
went into this problem. 
Considering the budget 
constraintsthattheschoolisunder, 
Levine explained, this was the 
only reasonable alternative. 
Hadlock had suggested that 
instead of the Curreflt system, an 
exua security guard could be 
posted by the Hyde Street doors. 
There was also suggestion of 
issuing each disabled student a 
remote control that would allow 
them to open the doors without 
the useofan access card "I don't 
how much thealtematives would 
have cost, but itdoesn'tseem like 
PHoroBy\.EslJEHYMAII 
Fred.Nisst:nIT~tog~ti"'otM 
J98McAllisru8"ilding 
the other ideas would be 
considerably more expensive 
than what we have," Hadlock 
stated. 
Patricia Aeck, Coordinator 
for the Disability Resource 
Program, concurred that money 
was the primary re3SOfl why the 
current system was adopted. 
'''The school is concerned with 
the safety of all students, and has 
been trying to lessen the 
inconveniences facing the 
disabled students, but this was 
the most reasonable choice, 
given all the circumstances," 
Fleck noted 
"Its not theactuai problems 
facing the students," Hadlock 
explains, "but the underlying 
attitude." Between the locked 
doors and the faulty elevatorS, 
disabled students 
inconvenienced and feel 
unwelcome. "While it is 
something I can live with,~ 
Hadlock notes, "Hastings is 
deterring future qualified 
disabled students from 
auending." 
When Matsui began Hastings, "Clinton has not yet been tested." 
his class had 550 members. His Matsui said that both the 
torts professor, the eminent President and Mrs. Clinton are 
Prosser,SCQwlerldown at the flfSt unbelievably engaging, down to 
yearclassand wamedthem "look earth,andhuman. '"The President 
to your Jeft, look to your right. .. " is so accessible," Matsui told the 
By the time the class graduated, Law News, "you could call him 
there were only 281 students left up and talk to him just like you're 
"I've only met one person in talking to me. He has his visions 
my entire life who enjoyed law andhisfrustrations,andhe'Ueven 
school," MatSui said, "my goal at swear once in awhile." 
Hastings was to do well and get Looking forward to his 
OUL" He graduated in the top 12% graduation address, Matsui said 
ofhisc1ass, which was, of course, he hopes to give a "non· 
"ootgood enough to be admitted traditional" commencement 
totheThurstonSociety,"hesaid. speech, meaning one that the 
Hastings at that time was in graduateswillactuallyremember. 
theheydayofthe65·Club. Then: He is tentatively planning to talk 
were only two.s«:tions,moming about the importance of a 
andaftemoon, with the result that commitment to law and to this 
the "very, very old" professors counuy. "Hastings gave me the 
lectured to classrooms of several tremendous opportUnity toattend 
hundred students. '"They were law school," says Matsui, who 
impossible to hear," Matsui said, could not have afforded to attend 
"the school was so archaic back a private law school, "there is a 
then we didn't even have way to use the skills you've 
microphones." developed there for the public 
He worked in the library on good." 
the third floor of 198 McAllister Matsui, a democrat from 
forSL75anhour.Everyafiemoon Sacramento, was first elected to 
Prosser would come in and pull the House of Representatives in 
every casebook as well as dozens 1978 and for the past i3 yearshas 
of regional reporters off the been a member of the powerful 
shelves and leave them strewn all House Ways and Means 
overthelibrary.Matsui'sevenings Committee. 
were spent re-shelving Prosser's Heisa1sotherankingdemocrat 
booIcs. "Of eourse, we didn't get on the Ways and Means 
any overtime back then," he said. SubcommitteeonTrade,andwas 
Matsui has wanted to be a tapped by the Clinton 
lawyereversinuhewasl5,when Adminisuation to lead the 1993 
he read Clarence Darrow's TM Congressional battle to pass the 
Storyo/MyLi/t.Hesaidthathe, North America Free Trade 
along with his eolleagues Dick AgreemenLAccordingtohispress 
Gephardt and Al Gore, was secrewy KeIri Ziegler, Matsui 
inspired to enter politics by John believesstronglythatanopen U.S. 
F. Kennedy's "ask nO( what your uade policy can have a positive 
country can do for you" effect on human rights and 
democracy in foreign nations. 
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LOGIC. 
At BARIBRI, logic dictates the desigl1 if the course. 
Logic dictates ... 
that suhstantive law lectures should be 
given by distinguished ABA Law School 
Professors, experts in their respective 
fields who understand the complexities 
of the California Bar Exam. 
Logic dictates ... l'r,'li·," ()'<I>1i 111111r1'm,,1 
that Workshops should he systematically 
integrated with suhstantive law lectures. 
Logic dictates ... 
thaL the number of hours spent in 
Workshops should be no more than 
necessary to accomplish your goal. 
Logic dictates ... 
that a study outline be just that. 
all outline, not an overly cumber-
some explanation of the law. 
Logic also dictates ... 
that there should be a special capsule 
outline summarizing the vast amount 
of detail of the law, highlighting major 
areas of law tested on the Bar Exam. 
BAR REVIEW 
(:,>rIl'l<ff ,\lim RCl'i,'!!' 
The LOGICAL choice for aVe/" 25 years. 
FOI (III applicafion, 01 mOle infol marioll, picase [(11/ 
1-800-995-5227 
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Pedestrian Interviews 
Interviews By Steven Feinstein 
Photos By Leslie Hyman 
What are you doing this 
summer? 
Francisco Marquez 
3rdyear 
I am going to Brazil 
immediately after the bar. 
Then I am going to Eu-
rope. 
Eddie Washington 
1st year 
I am wOrking for the Depart-
ment of Fair ElTllloyment 
and Housing in Sacra-
mento. t am gening paid 
through work-study. 
Corey Taylor 
2nd year 
At best I am going to work 
for a small law firm or 
clerk lor a judge. AI worst 
I am sleeping on some 
generouS person's couch. 
Alexandra Mussallem 
1st year 
I am going to be an 
unpaid intern at tile 
Public Defender's office. 
Margaret Webb 
2nd year 
I am going to work for a 
litigation linn in Long 
Beach, California. 
Hastings Law N~s April 20, 1994 
ASH Election Fiasco 
By Douglas Orvis 
STAFI'WRm:R 
A shroud of controversy 
looms over this year's ASH 
election and referendum. 
Although most of the positions 
were uncontested, the ASH 
presidencyrequiredtwoelections 
before Joanna Madison was 
named the winner, due to 
problems in verifying votes. 
The rUSt election yieldeda six 
vote margin, with ten votes 
unverified due toa lackof voter's 
signature.OneASHmembersaid 
that Leslie Kim, the eventual 
runner-up, was ahead after the 
rust election. According to ASH 
ruJes, however, the eJection was 
invalid and was run again, 
becausetheunverifJed voteswere 
greater than the difference 
between the candidates. 
In addition to Madison, Roben 
Haga waselected vice-president., 
Rafael Agguire-Sacasa was 
electedlreasurer,TiffanyTreanoc 
waselectedsecretaryandJeanelle 
Garcia was elected as director of 
communityaffairs.CoreyTayJoc 
was elected third year class 
president 
MKlCiaud StudmuojHastillg, 
P,uidenl-e~CI J()o(lNWl Madi30n 
''Thishappenseveryyear'',said 
ASH vice-president eket Raben 
Haga. "It just because they [the 
candidates] were so close that it 
madeadifference." ASHPresident 
Elect Joanna Madison refused 
comment, saying it would be 
inappropriale to do so, but added 
that next year elections would be 
done differently. Haga added that 
he, as vice-president, would create 
a guidebook to streamline the 
processtora.isefees,sothatgroups 
would know all the procedures in 
advance. 
In addition to the lepeat 
elections, an initiative to have 
Hastingsjoin UCSA wasa1soon 
the baJlot According to Dean 
Poulakidas,the measure passed 
with 95% of the students 
supportingthemeasw-e.HowevCl', 
the measure was disallowed 
becauseitca1ledfocraisingstudent 
fees,andtheJroPUadministrative 
procedures were not followed. 
Hastings requires that any 
measure which will raise student 
feesis suwonedby250signatwe5 
and then is voted on by amajority 
of all students. "I was told by 
Patsy [Oppenhiem, Director of 
Student Services] thai she didn't 
see the ballot before the election 
because she didn't want to 
interfere with theeiection," said 
PouIakidas."Butisn'tinva!idating 
itinlCrferencc?" 
ASH Ilas sinccpaidtheSI200 
fee to UCSA out of the 
discretionary fund and will hold 
another measure on the fee in the 
fall. Although Hastings is now a 
member of UCSA, Poulakidas 
wasuncertainastobowthefailure 
to meet the required procedures 
occurred. Poulakidas blames 
currentASHPresidentJW1CMorse 
for many of the problems, citing 
hecpersooalopposition to UCSA 
membership and his reliance on 
ColllilrulloItPtt.t. JS 
FCRS Gives the 
Gift of Love 
By Dolly Reynolds 
Nl!WsEorroR 
Hastings students and 
members of the First Civil Right 
Society (FCRS) spent Saturday 
April 9 cleaning and painting the 
inside of theGift of Love hospice 
for AIDS patientsat 1596Fulton. 
"rtwasrea1lyagood~perience," 
saidoutgoing FCRS co--president 
Clarence Clark, "I think the 
people who contributed their 
effons got a lot more than they 
gave." 
WhiletheeVeJllwasorganized 
bynextYeal'sFCRSco--president 
VeronicaFinne:nnan,it wasopen 
toaIlstudents. Oftheninepecple 
who showed up at Gift of Love to 
paint., only four were actually 
FCRS members. Two other 
FCRSmembers,8ruccMcIntosh 
and Gene Huey, contributed 
brushe s, pans, and painting 
supplies. 
One of the student painters, 
Hedwig Stiffen, an exchange 
student from Hamburg, 
FCRS 'tudenlJ with a /I.IUI 
Germany,said thatalthough she is 
pro-choice, she was glad to 
participate in the event "It was a 
good opportunity to be of service 
to this community, as well as to 
meet Hastings students," Seifftn 
said. She added that she was very 
interested in social work, and in 
Germany worked with disabled 
and elderly people. 
AccordingtoClark,FCRS had 
originally pJanned to spend the 
day fixing up the residences of 
Single mothers living in the 
Tenderloin. ''Pro-life groups are 
often criticized for not doing 
enough to help the children who 
are already born and the single 
mothers woo support them," said 
Clark, "our most important goal 
ferthe day was to be oC5elVice." 
Cf1,.iltuedf1ItP",./J 
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Editor's Farewell 
Bye Hastings, You'll Miss Me When I'm Gone 
By Steven Feinstein 
EorroR INQIlF.F 
Whatayearithasbeen hereat 
the Has/iIIgs Law Ntws, When I 
signedonasEditorinChierI had 
noi~ wllat I was getting myself 
into. BUI looking back ) really 
foel the Law News did a goodjob 
this yearin teUing the truth about 
what happens at Hastings. 
II is unfortunate that so many 
Hastings employees are so afraid 
ofthetruth,andofgenuinestudent 
opinions. BUI early on I realized 
ilion while Student opinions are 
not valued at Hastings the Law 
News'mostimplXtalltcontribution 
is 10 listen 10 students and give 
them a voice, 
One thing thai has kept me 
motivated, even while I have 
received deceitful and harsh 
cnticism, is thedozensofSlUdents 
that have come up to me 
throughoultheyearlOtellmethey 
appreciate the work we do at the 
LawNews. II uuly has meant a 
great deal to me and I want to 
thank those students for their 
support. 
But more important has been 
Hateful Law News 
C • .,..dfr-PtIf,l 
'!be Haleful Law News was 4 who have been driven to extreme 
pagcslongwithitstopslCI'ybeing lengths 10 respond 10 the usual 
''LawNewsWinsPulitterl''.Both monthly newspaper of Hastings 
newspapers were satirical in CoUege of Law." But Hastings 
llaIWe. The only instance when Law Ntws EdiIOl' in Olief Steven 
the Ha/tful Law Ntws was Feinstein said, "The editorial 
perhaps not a parody of the statement was so ludicrous and 
Has/ings Law Ntws was the inconsistent with the content of 
EditcnalPolicyStatemenl,whlch the paper they must have been 
describes the Ha/tful Law News satirizing some of the more 
as "the product of a group of publicly self riglltoous membcr:s 
otherwise civilized individuals of the faculty." 
TV Dinner ... Again 
You must be living in the wrong place! Upgrade your 
lifestyle without breaking your budget, by staying at 
the Pacific Bay Residence Club! Dine out daily at 
a choice of restaurants. No short cafeteria hours; no 
freeze-dried potatoes; no liver night! 
$209/week, private room w/bath; 10 meals included. 
$149/week,sharedroom wlbath; 10mealsinc1uded. 
All rooms have private baths, phones color-TVs 
with remote-control, private cable and free, in-room 
videos. We're just a short walk from school. at 520 
Jones in downtown S.F.. between O'Farrell and 
Geary. Formore information or to make reservations. 
call our 24-hour front desk: (415) 673-0234. 
PACIF1C BAY RESIDENCE CLUB 
(415) 673·0234 
the tireless dedication or the Low 
News staff. Contrary to popular 
opinion) do not prtXlocc theLow 
News alone. The o\J1er editors and 
staff members have been 
unwavering in their dedication. 
Working for no payor credit and 
with no ASH or school funds. 
they have continued on even as 
others tried 10 intimidate them 
into silence. 
Dolly Reynolds' work 
throughout t11e year has been 
exceptional, especially as News 
Editor this semester. Some have 
attempted to make DoUy pay a 
high price for her consistent 
reporting of \J1e truth, but she has 
persevered in fair relXlrting. 
All year Doug Carlen has also 
been a greal friend and editor as 
Executive Editor. He only took 
thejob afterl asked him toandhe 
has been both helpful and more 
imPortantly. willing toput up with 
me all year. 
SheilaAllenandScottJohnson 
have done great work as Opinions 
Editors. They both in their own 
way provided a connection to the 
real world that was always 
welcome in our slUffy basement 
offiCe. 
Joel Agron has done an 
incredible job both as Features 
Editor and all around funny guy. 
I will never eat chicken again 
without thinking of loel. 
First semester Sophia Ng. 
Manha Bridegam,and Keven Lee 
Thomason were invaluable in 
getting volume twenty seven 
started on the right path. 
Leslie Hyman has worked far 
beyond the call of duty as our 
Photo and Graphics editor. 
Without her the paper would not 
have either the number or quality 
of photos we have had this year. 
No one would ever see the 
paper wi\J1out Paste·Up editors 
Rich Jankowski and Steven 
Anderson. Without their 
production work we would only 
have blank paper to distribute. 
Elaine Paplos and Steven 
Ander.;on have also done great 
work this semester as Copy 
Editors. 
BUlas the year ends I leave the 
Law News happy with Ihe 
recognition we have received in 
'l'htDailyJourrwl.SanFrancisco 
Examintr. and Tht NO/ional 
Jurist. But I am even happier 
knowing I am leaving the Low 
News in good hands. 
I have every confidence that 
ElainePaplos will do a great job 
as Editor in Chief. Robert S. 
Tanner, doing a great job as ''The 
Fork Guy", will be a great 
Executive and Features Editor. 
Steven Anderson will be great in 
a second year as copy editor and 
continuing to take great 
photographs. Angry man 
columnist Rich Jankowski will 
keepfreespeechandangryspeech 
alive at Hastings. This year's Ace 
ReponerEricC.Johnson willkeep 
Hastings' feet to the fire as News 
Editor. 
WalCh oot Hastings evildoers 
and oppressors of students! TIle 
Law Ntws survives and we are 
watching! 
Hastings Ranked 
Cllrllillutd/rO".P.tJ 
members of the class of 1993. Of 
those 316 graduates 279, or 88.2 
percent. were employed in 
February 1994. Of the 279 
gradUaies reponing employment 
91 reportedhavingfuU·timelegal 
jobs, 5 had pan.time legal jobs, 
29 had full time non-legal jobs, 3 
had pan.lime non.legal jobs,and 
151 did not report the type of 
employmenL According to Morse 
the 89 percent could include 
students working at Taco Bell. 
Aierl said the 65.txXl doUar 
median saIary figure is based on 
the responses of 62 membcr:s of 
the Class of 1993. Therefore at 
least 31 of the 382 graduates 
earned 65,000 dollars or more. 
The U.S. News survey did not 
include the opinions of law 
students. According to Morse "it's 
hard to survey students in a 
comprehensive way" because 
students have experience at only 
one law school. 
HoweverTht National Jurist, 
a nationwide magazine for law 
students, compiled a list of the 
best law schools based on "a 
Princeton Review sponsored 
survey of 18,txXl students al165 
law schools nationwide." Tht 
Naliorwl Juris/ then ranked the 
law schools based on overall 
student satisfaction- as defined 
by student's responses to 
questions about satisfaction with 
faculty, school facilities and 
quality of life. 
Morsedescribed the Princeton 
Review surveyas"lOtai bullshit." 
Jack Crittenden, publisher ofTht 
NO/ional Jurist, described that 
characterization as "ludicrous". 
He said, "SmdenlS know about 
their school better than anyone 
else. Thesurvey lets people know 
wllether students are satisfied." 
Crittenden also said t11at it is sad 
that people devalue \J1e opinions 
of students. 
Hastings placed one hundred 
twenty,sixlhamong the 165ABA 
approved law schools ranked. 
WashinglOn & Lee ranked firsL 
Academic Dean Leo Maninez 
questioned this result saying he 
recently visited Washington and 
Lee in Virginiaand"students\J1ere 
had the same litany of gripes and 
concerns" as Hasungs students. 
Hasungs ranked as \J1e third 
"worst school" in rCSlXlnse to \J1e 
question ,"How would you 
characterize the degree of 
competitiveness among 
students?" Only Boston 
University and Southwestern 
placed worse. 
Hastings was the second 
"WOOl school" in rCSlXlnse to the 
question, "Doyouagreethalthere 
is a suong sense of community 
among students?" UC Davis 
ranked "best" in response lOt11is 
qucstionandonly Harvardranked 
worse than Hastings. Hastings 
ranked above the average of \J1e 
165schoolsinstooentsatisfaction 
with Hastings' facilities and 
faculty, and far below average in 
student sausfaction with quality 
of life. 
r-------------------, I Java Cafe I 
I Espresso' Cappuccino ' Biscotti . Sandwiches I 
I HASTINGS SPECIALS I 
I Swdwich and Soda Bagel and Coffee I 
I S2.65 SJ.OO I 
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OPINION 
We Say Goodbye 
to the Good, the 
Bad and the Ugly 
Letters to the Editor 
We would like to thank the professors who contributed 
totheHateful Law News. They made the point that student 
concerns atHastingsare treated with disdain much clearer 
than anything we could bave written ourselves. 
Those wicked professorial pundits really put uS in our 
place with their description ofa year of our work: "I used 
to use the Law News to line the oottom of my cat's litter 
oox. 1 had to stop, though, because the cat wouldn't shit 
in it. Apparently, she thought it would be redundant." We 
can hardly wait for the hilarious second edition where the 
faculty ridicules our seminar papers. 
We know, however, that not every professor was 
involved in the Hateful Law News. There are faculty 
members and administrators who treat students 
thoughtfully and respectfully. No matter how much mud 
is being slung on both sides, these rare individuals always 
stay on the high road. In this i.s OUI last issue, we would 
like to acknowledge publicly those who have earned OUT 
respect andour gratitude. While it may be difficult to find 
role models at Hastings, these women and men have 
proved to us that it is not impossib!e .. 
ChiefFinancial Officer Joan Majerus, and, increasingly, 
Dean Mary Kay Kane have treated us with consistent 
fairness and respect. Ourrelationship withDean Kane got 
off to a somewhat rocky start, but she has made a real 
effort to be friendly and open. Dean Kane has quite a bit 
of class, and it gives us no small measure of comfort to 
know that she was in no way involved with the Hateful 
Law News. 
We would also like to thank Professors Wingate and 
Malone for their tireless support of student organizations 
and events. Your efforts have Dot gone unnoticed. Students 
put a lot of work into these extra curricular events and it 
means a great deal when professors make the time to 
attend. 
Even in this Socratic abyss, there are professors whose 
teaching styles are infonned with humanity, intelligence, 
and kindness. We would like to thank Professors Barrett. 
Bird, Bloch, Cohen, Crossley, Diamond, Levine. Walsh, 
and Woody for making it possible for us to learn. 
Finally, although we have sometimes criticized her 
actions in these pages, we would like to thank Patsy 
Oppenheim for her warmth and her concern for the well-
being of students. Compassion is often the fIrst casualty 
of law school, but even after all these years at Hastings, 
Patsy still has real heart. That may be the most impressive 
achievement of all. 
Last Chance 
Editor: 
Overthe last three years I have 
often said 10 myself, "I &IIould 
write a letter 10 the Editor about 
that." This is my last chance to 
makegoodon thal,sowhatfollows 
are some of my random thoughts 
regarding Hastings. 
·Hea1thlnsurance-Forthose 
of us who have our own insurance 
plans and heahh maintenance 
programs, paying the duplicate 
fees is very expensive and 
unnecessary. SlUdents can be 
exempted from only one of the 
lhreehealth care costs and end up 
paying for "outpatient" insurance 
and clinic fees. At approximately 
$200.00 per semester, I have paid 
over$I,OClO.OOintheseduplicative 
fees. In an eraofincreasingcosts, 
students should not be forced to 
subsidize these programs. 
·Quality Of Life - The 
Princeton Law Student Opinion 
Survey, recently reponed in the 
National Jurist magazine, shows 
that Hastings students do not feel 
a strong sense of community. 1 
think that a committee should be 
set up involving an equal mixture 
of students, alumni, faculty and 
staff to wort at addressing this 
probIem.Panoftheprob1em is the 
lack of communication between 
these various segments of the 
community. Setting upa "Quality 
of Life " committee would give us 
a forum in which 10 wlXktogether 
to improve the atmosphere at 
Hastings. Students feel1eft out of 
the process for whatever reason 
andthismightbea waytoalleviate 
that feeling. 
-My Deepest Gratitude -
Throughout my three years heft I 
have been incredibly impressed 
with the compassion and 
helpfulness shown by the Hastings 
staff. It can't be easy to dea! wilh 
stressed-ootlawstudentsonadaily 
basis, and it ueasy to take these 
people for granted. From Joan 
Majerus, who has clone a lot to 
keep the school solvent and 
thriving,lOthemaintenanc:estaff, 
adminisuative people, research 
librarians, and security guards 
whom I have come to know 011 a 
first name basis, I say thank you 
and a special thanks to John and 
Erwin in the bookstore ... you guys 
rea1ly care about the students and 
it shows! 
Patricia A. Huebschman 
~ ............................ .lThWY~ 
J'Accuse Deux: 
The Sequel 
In the last issue of the Law 
News, Mr. Feinstein left a very 
misleading impression of my 
comments to him, about the 
Princeton Survey on quality of 
life at Hastings and about 
"Hastings students." My crime 
was to suggest that the actual 
Princeton Survey was 
meaningless to me because Mr. 
Feinstein could not explain how 
the survey was oonslrucled (Le., 
whatswveyquestionswereasked, 
how students were polled, how 
many students were polled-you 
know, the usual questions a 
reasonable person might want to 
ask), butMr.Feinstcinonlyquotes 
me saying, "Idon'tknow why the 
students said thal 1 don't know 
why thcy feJtlhal way." He did 
not report my other comments, 
including my express wish to be 
quoted that I know there are 
students here that fee[that 
Hastings is toocompetitive, and 1 
wishitwasn'l 
As for our three hour 
conversation, had I known that 
Mr. Feinstein was thinking about 
taking me out 10 lunch, I would 
have insisted on it.; as it was, he 
made me miss my dinner. But I 
thought our conversation was 
more imponantthanfood.lguess 
I was wrong. Mr. Feinstein 
suggests that 1 engaged in a three 
hour diatribe against Hastings 
students. In fact, Mr. Feinstein 
spent a very good part of that 
three hours crIticizing Hastings, 
(hard 10 believe, I know), while I 
sat listening to hirn because I care 
what students think of Hastings, 
even Sieve Feinstein. Our 
conversation alsotook some time 
becauselkeptaskinghim to make 
his accusations specirlC; I did not 
let him get away with 
overgeneralizing andengaging in 
specuJation. I was surprised that 
hekepttalling;Iactuallythought 
he was interested in having an 
intelligent conversation. Again,l 
was wrong. 
Mr. Feinstein says I want hirn 
to be "nice." Mr. Feinstein 
confuscs"beingnice"wilh'1Ieing 
responsible."lwouldneverexpect 
him,or lheLawNews, to ben'~. 
I always ellpect them to be 
responsible. I should have blown 
that Mr. Feinstein doesn't 
understand the distinction. 
EileenScaHen 
Prof""" 
Steven Feinstein responds: 
Professor Eileen Scallen's 
charge that I misquoted her in 
"Quality of Life on Bouam Ten 
List"isanegregiouslie. Thequote 
I used.constitutedtheemctwords 
she said near the end of our 
conversation when I specifically 
asked her for a quote 10 be used in 
the ankle. I am deeply 
disappointed thatamemberofthe 
Hastingsfacultywouldmakesuch 
an untrue allegation against a 
Hastings student. 
I went 10 speak with Scallen 
afterreceivingherguestedilOria1, 
"Gorgias,J'Accuse" which was 
highly critical of me and the Law 
Nt.ws. I hoped to have her 
comment on a recently published 
Princeton Review guide to law 
schools. It wasshe whotumed the 
conversationintoarelentlessthree 
hour criticism of the Law News 
and many Hastings students. 
Scailenstatesthat"ldidnotIet 
him get away with 
overgeneralizing." The oddest 
part of our conversation was thaI 
Scallen would judge each 
stalement I made and decide 
whether or not it was acceplable 
10 her metorica1standards. Uit 
was not, she would then criticiz.e 
my statement and expect me to 
change it. This heavy-handed 
authoritarian styleshockedme-
it was bizarre even fora Hastings 
professor. It is sad thatScallen is 
unwilling to engage in an equal 
dialogue with a student without 
feeling the need to devalue the 
student's statements and control 
theconversatioo. 
This year the Hastings Law 
News has always told the truth. 
Unfortunately Scallcn cannot 
honestly say the same about 
herself. 
Spirit Murder 
Dear Editor. 
Weare Hastingsstudents who 
want to voice our concern about 
the racist, sexist, homopnobicand 
otherwise abusive affronts to 
many within the Hastings 
community by the Hastings Law 
News April Fool's Edition. This 
"joke~ issue, undoubtedly 
purporting to be satire, was no 
joke to many persons in our 
community. 
Collli,"ml(lllPtlpI9 
ApnI20,19904-
Guest Editorial 
Party On, Lawyers 
By Scott Cbristensen 
1Hw>y .... 
" ... Shut up and party." 
Does Hastings suck? Uyou 
lhink so read on. Every MIW/ 
F I rollout ofbed at 9:30 to go 
to class. Most people are 
already on their fmit coffee 
break. 1becommute from Half 
Moon Bay to the city is beautiful 
andthetraffic is light. My Con. 
LawclassstartsatlO:40, butits 
O.K .. To be late. Sometimes, 
to make the discussions more 
interesting, I get stoned before 
class. Nobody seems to mind. 
Afterclassendsatl1:30,lwalk 
down market street toeat IWlCh 
at a tasty place in Chinatown. 
I don't get bummed out 
when I walk around town. In 
facl, it makes me feel good. I 
see all the homeless and drug 
addicts around Hastings and it 
makes me appreciate my own 
quality of life. It reminds me 
that I am privileged 10 be bere. 
ISludy law atoneofthenations 
top schools. I don 'I have to 
work forty or more hours each 
week. I don't even have to 
srudy al all. I choose my own 
~oalsandschedules. Thisyear, 
I took Tuesdays and Thursdays 
off. Its nice! On sunny days I 
skip class and go 10 the real 
beach because I can and no one 
will know. 
The olher students are 
interesting and diverse. Many 
are friendly andmostarereally 
smart. Thosesmartalecslc1on't 
like 1 can safely ignore without 
offense. "We" all manage 10 
gel along and share our very, 
very different views. ''1bey'' 
are professionals who help us 
get an outstanding education. 
We owe the faculty and 
administration lOIS of respect, 
For we are not easy to 
accommodate. 
While our own career 
outlook is dismal, having no 
sununer job is a good excuse to 
do something ftm. I hope to go 
backpacking in the sierras .. 
Next year, I'll be a4L. Ajob 
can wait, but life is bere. At 
Hastings I have free time to 
live. Every student should 
appreciate Hastingsratherthan 
discredit it. Itsreallynotsobad 
considering the alternatives. 
Please stop wonying about the 
future and enjoy the schooldays. 
Shul up and party. 
HASTINGS LAW NEWS 
Sleven Feinstein 
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Editorial 
Give Me My J.D and Let Me Run Amok 
By Sheila Allen 
QI>ooONsEorroR 
Advice? Stay sane. Laugh a 
lot. Be kind. 
Take Mike Kelly's Personal 
Injury Litigation class for areally 
good time and you'll even learn 
greal things about lawyering. 
Think often about the impact 
of your future wCJ"k on yourclienc 
what your law education is really 
about -- servicing your ciienL 
Identify your future market and 
stay focused: ifit's Joe and Jane 
Six-pack(myclients),takeclasses 
which address their needs. If you 
are focused on corporate practice, 
take the appropriate classes, but 
throw in a few fun classes. 
Talk 10 the professors. I didn't 
-- it seemed too smarmy and 
brown· nosing. That was silly of 
me:l'veadmiredallmyprofessors 
for their intelligence and 99.9% 
of them for their humor and 
supportive attitudes toward 
students. We will never meet 
another Walsh, Malone, 
Forrester or Wolf as smart, 
sweef andclassy as Hastings' . 
Guest Editorial 
Enjoy them. 
If you can't love your 
professors, at least honor them. 
Theoretically, professors, faculty 
and students all have the same 
goal: to give service to the tax· 
paying community which 
subsidizes us by producing 
outstanding Hastings scholars and 
practicing lawyers. We have the 
bestprofessors-it'suplOeachof 
us 10 become the best lawyers. If 
we disagree with the 
administn\tion on some issues, il 
doesn't change the fact that we 
have all the necessary resoun::es 
here at Hastings 10 lcam the anof 
lawyering. which is all any law 
school can teach. Gooutand learn 
how 10 apply your Irnowledge to 
create justice for your c1ienL 
lbelievel'm in the minority of 
law students -I wasn 'I attracted 10 
law school by a love of the law (I 
didn't even respect the "law".) It 
was a love of the working class 
lhathas propelled me 10 gel a law 
degree. I have had great difficulty 
addressing nuances of the law 
whichsomeprofessorssavorwith 
the delight of a true intelk.ctual . 
I keep thinking "Who cares? Joe 
andJanedon'thave the money to 
litigate the issue, so it's only an 
academic question." No, it isn't, 
and I thank the professors (esp. 
Marcus) who had 10 force-feed 
thai awareness and respect into 
my anli·intellectual self. I've 
learned mo:nthan I asked to learn 
at Hastings - it is an ellcelient 
school. Most students admire, 
respect and, yes, love most 
professors. In that respect I'm 
with tl'Ie majority vote. 
I've met rucer people than I 
ellpected to fmd here, and many 
friends, even some on the Law 
News staff (who are all really 
MARSHMELLOWSandgetNO 
RESPECf [or credit] for their 
work.) I'd like to thank people 
likeJohnEffingerandlrwinatthe 
Hastings Bookstore for their 
tireless humor, love and care for 
the students of Hastings, Cary 
Bennetl, who I personally think 
should be King of Hastings, Bob 
in Records who is impossible to 
annoy, Kim, Alice, and Martha in 
Records, Betly in the SIC room 
and the Financial Aid staff who 
always see us at the worstoftimes. 
Thanks for all your help. 
Peace and Love. 
Bye Bye Hastings 
By David Marhoffer 
1Hw>Y"" 
After three long years al 
Hastings, il is almost time to bid 
everyooeadieu.Asaregularwriter 
fortheHastingsl..awNews,listed 
rtrst among the four best law 
school newspapers in the country 
according 10 the National Jurist 
(April/May 1994), I enjoyed 
sharing my opinions with you. 
These are my paning words of 
wisdom to you. 
One of the most ominous 
phenomena of the late 20th 
century has been the well· 
documented decline in readership 
and an intolerable level of 
illiteracy. I was particularly 
shocked to discover how little 
outside reading people do in law 
school. "Who has time 10 read?" 
my fellow students excuse their 
ignorance of the world around 
them. My rhetorical question 10 
all of them is "who can afford not 
to invest the time?" 
Reading cases for class and 
for the exam is simply notenough. 
Lawyers need to know what is 
going on in the world around them. 
A two· second soundbyte on 
television or on the radio is 
insufficienl to inform tile lay 
citizenry, much less a powerful 
aUCIlley. 
"Powerful?!" you may scoff 
indisbelief, ''butldon 'Ieven have 
ajob!" Oh, but you are powerful. 
With a diploma from Hastings 
and the Bar's seal of approval, 
you don't need 10 be one of the 
mythical 89 pen:ent with a job 6 
monthsafrergraduation(asCareet 
ServiceslOldU.S.News& World 
Report in the March 21, 1994 
issue) to cause people some 
seriousU'Ouble. 
The law is one profession that 
cannot be mastered in isolation . 
The attorney's enormous ]XIwer 
overotherpeople'slives,libcnies, 
and properties, both for good and 
for evil, must be tempered with 
knowledge. The "know nothing" 
malaise, condemned in a song by 
Edie Brickell & The New 
Bollemians "/' m not aware of 100 
mIlJIytni"gs; I know what 1 know, 
if you know whaL I mean," must 
not amict lawyers. 
What is the solutioo? lltat's 
simple. Read. You must take time 
off to read. Fill your mind to the 
rim with knowledge and 
information about the world,from 
your own immcdiate community 
IOthefartheslcornersofthegiobe. 
Pick up a copy of the Haslings 
Law News to learn aboul the 
Hastings community. Read 
everything you can: The Street 
Shut, 1M Guardian, TM San 
Francisco Chronicle and TMSan 
Franci$CO £:mmjner, TM Los 
Angeles Times, TM Washington 
POSI, ThL New York Times, TM 
Wall Strut Journal, etc. Buy 
Time, Newrw~tk, U.S. News & 
WorIdRepor1, 1hLEconomirl, TM 
Recorder, elc. You must not 
neglect the classics, philosophy 
books, "Far Side" collections, 
books about the legal professioo, 
and every kind of book OUI there. 
Justread! And when you're done 
reading, read some more! 
Thereisooshortageofprinted 
material fCJ"yourperusai. Become 
aconnoisseuroftheprinted word. 
Demandclarity,logic,andquality 
from everything you read. Read 
to learn new things; read for 
pleasure and relaxation. Most 
imponantly,readlOthink,digest, 
analyze, critique, and draw 
conclusions. Relate everything 
you learn 10 everythmg you 
already know. Jump stan your 
brain on the road to true 
entightenmenL 
Bon Voyage! 
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Alternative Forums At Lunch With ..• Charlene Mitchell 
Things 10 do in the Bay Area 
By Luca Krause 
Advice for the Meaty 
Dear Uncle Luca: I bate 10 be the one to teU you this because 
it seems to be son of important to you, but I took: your adviceand 
ate the Collosus Burgee. Now I'm pretty sure I have an amoeba 
or aparasiteofsomesort. Ithurts sobadU can'lconcentrateand 
I think of you every time I spit blood. Anything to say Cor 
yourself? 
-Signed, Hobbled 
Dear Hobbled: Yes, I do. You play withfire, you get burned, 
baby. To avoid this in the future, allow me to reoommendsome 
guidelines to bee<! when considering the Colossus, CI' any of it 
"Fashion in Size Large" cousins (Double QUane! Pounder, 
Double Western Bacon Cheeseburger, Ultimate Cheeseburger). 
One: Consider bringing a trusted backup 10 the restraraunt 
Two: Dermitely bring Rolaids 
Three: Inthenameofthe HolyFather, 00 NOTauemptaside 
order! 
Four: Induce vaniting if necessary (or desired) 
Now that's good eatin'J 
Dear Uncle Luca: Can you expJain the Meatloaf Sandwich at 
Burger King1 Wby do they insist on treating us like this?! 
-Signed, Stompin' Mad 
Dear S.M.: 
No force on earth can undo the damage this god-Corsaken 
menuitembaswroughlonsociety,sowhynotsaveyourrighteoos 
outrage for a cause that really matters, like attacking Professor 
Massey? In the meantime, be consoled by the fact that this 
denzien of some Coul netherworld now rests with its twisted 
brethren- the False Prophet, the McRib. the Antichrist, the 
CbililO. They are all in a special circle of bell reserved Cor the 
most venal, rubbery and processed or sale items. With 10lSa 
ketchupanonions indeed! JUSIlike Momused to make, thebilcb! 
Dear Uncle Luca: Help! I'm a contract employee of the firm 
responsible for the Taco Bell advenisement campaign, and I'll be 
darned if I'm not totally unable to think up a much-needed new 
direction for the restaurant which bas provided me with so much 
profit and scrupuous nutrition. 
-Signed, Perplexed. 
DearPerplexed: Here'swhatyoudo. Dropthat"Woohooboo 
Wild Burritos" thing. 1hey're not bol, man. The Seven-Layer 
Burrito? No meat, 00 poinL Get my drift. Spanky? And the 
whole thing with ''running for the border'?" It's bad taste with 
Boxer inofflce. Here'sa whole new approach thai. will save your 
sanity and profit margins. 
WeallknowthatTacoBell'ssellingpointistbe99-centmenu. 
Dig deeper and you gct to the 79-ceot menu. If you're willing to 
forego niceties like FDA approval and elements whicb dooccur 
in nature, you get the 59-<:ent menu. What I propose is the 
creation of an a11-new 19-cent menu. Itemscould be,forexample: 
"Warm Tortilla," ''Cup oCFiery HotSauce," and "Half a Headda 
LeUUce With Cheese." My love for you and Taco Bell is so 
boundless, in fact, that I took the liberty of composing a new 
advenisingjingle. It's to be sung by Hall and Oates and it goes 
aliltieSOOlethingiikelhis: 
Ha1J:"Well,tbey gOlsomethin' at Taco Be1I" 
Oate:l:"Somethin'lbat'ssW"e topiease" 
Hall: ''Tacos Burritos, a big Bell Beefer" 
Both:(soulfully) "Or a half a bedda letwce with cheese!" 
'------_ .. 
By Steven Feinstein 
EDITORINCJ.m:p 
Formy finalluoch I felt ilwas 
time 10 go all thewaylO the top of 
the Hastings pyrnmid. Yes r had 
lunch with Chairwoman of the 
Hastings Board of Directors 
Charlene Mitchell. 
ImetMitcheUatherdowntown 
San Francisco office where she 
works as a lawyer at Payne, 
Thompson, Walker & Taaffe. 
After a short tour of her office, 
which was novel to me since I 
have spent so liule time in San 
Francisco in the working world, 
wewenttoilienearbyCircoloin 
theCrockerGalleriaat 161 Suuer 
Street, (415) 362-0404. 
The petile Mitchell was 
graciQUS and friendly throughout 
our lunch. One interesting thing 
about the lunch was thenumberof 
time she mentioned how she 
normally doesn't eat hmch and 
b'ies IlOt to eat much in general. I 
hope this wasn'tareaction tome, 
but it probably wasn'L 
I had the Pappardelle with 
ProsciuttoandBasiiservedwitha 
Restaurant Review 
Light Cream Tomato Sauce 
($10.95). Pappardelle is thin 
sheelSofpastaandtheen!iredish 
wassautted. It was prellygood, 
though nothing to write home 
about. Mitchell had the Grilled 
Salmon with Salsa Verde served 
with Roast Potatoes and 
Vegetables (514.95), wanting 
something"Jjght". She asked for 
the salsa on the side and when a 
green peslo sauce came she 
exchanged it for a red tomato 
based sauce. The restaurant also 
a variety of good bread served 
with olive oil. 
Mitchell graduated from 
Hastings in 1977. She said there 
are only two non-alumni on the 
Board or Directors. John Sproul, 
one of the famous UC Sprouls, 
who went to Boalt and Jan 
Lewenhaput, who holds the 
position for descendants of the 
original Mr. Hastings. 
She wasawointed 10 the Board 
in 1986 by Governor George 
Dut:emajian. She said she is not 
sure why she was chosen but she 
is a Republican and was active in 
the Bar Association and president 
of the Queen's Bench Bar 
Association at the time. 
Mitchell was nOl concerned 
thattheboard had itslastmeeting 
during Spring Break, thereby 
preventing at least me from 
attending. Shesaid itwasamatter 
of priorities. 
About theSI68,OOOsalary the 
board approved for Dean Kane. 
Mitchell said she was ~solid.ly 
middle class" and is 
uncomfortable thai "the deans 
make more than the Chief Justice 
oftheSupremeCoun. It isa 1010£ 
money." But it has "moved to the 
point with very high salaries for 
law school deans. It is difrlCult 
foroneschool not to pay." 
Mitchellsaidshe"appreciates 
lheLawNews." She said she was 
soconcernedwhenshereadabout 
W-GatethatshecalledDeanKane 
to ask her about the scandal. 
Unfortunately she accepted Dean 
Kane's explanation and did not 
save tbe victims ofW-Gate. 
Then welefL Shewentback to 
work and I back to school. I felt 
kind of sad knOWing this was my 
last "At Lunch With ... ~ for the 
Law News. But I know I am 
leaving the paper in good hands. 
Great Food, But No Steak? 
By The Fork Guy 
REsTAURANT CRITIC 
As we clooe in on that joyous 
time of year known as les finals, 
or why in the hell am/sail in 
school studying when all my 
friLndsare sptnding their meager 
disposable incomes on useless 
stuff/ Ctl/l't ajJord anymore, the 
intrepid Law News Food Review 
Crew embarked into the heart of 
the cilY on another culinary 
mission. I was just mking for a 
reaUyraresteak.AIas,ldidnOl 
nod what I was looking for ... 
"Maharani,Cuisineofindia," 
is located al 1122 Post Street 
between Van Ness and Polk:. Its 
open around noon for lunch and 
between five and ten at nighl foc 
dinner. There were about eleven 
of us; if you were there you 
couldn't miss us. As usual, the 
Law News staff represented 
Hastings to the community in a 
dignirled and civilized manner. 
Our departing Editor in Chief, 
StevenFeinstein,asishiscustom, 
lOOk time at the beginning of our 
World Famous 
Fork-O-Meter 
meal 10 inform our waiter about 
our excellent faculty and their 
especially strong support for 
humor at the school. 
I can see you could care less 
about all of that slUff though so on 
to the food. We started off with 
the house beer, Flying Horses 
Royal Lager, and a bottle of Clos 
deboisMetlot.Inspectingthebeer 
bottles, the horse on the label did 
actually appear to be flying. 
Another blow for truth in 
advertising.Residenlcorir:sniffer, 
Leslie, weighed in on the wine, 
''[It) was full bodied with a tinge 
of mischeviousness." Incoming 
Editor in Chief, Elaine Paplos, 
noted that the Flying Horse beer 
hadinstructionson"howtodrink. .. 
I reminded her that the real. key 
was picking the glass up off Ibe 
table. 
WeotderedaheJlofak>tof 
food. I ate as muchaslcould, but 
I'm afraid this time I'm going to 
have to rely on the opinion of 
some of my helpers, that's right. 
thelil'fooettes.Weorderedalot 
of bread, including samosa, 
CIlIlliItMe4I1"Pq.U 
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Frisco Food Not to Miss 
By Joel Agron 
""""" Eo<roR 
For this, my final Law News 
column, I'd like to share a few 
San Francisco food nnds which 
you should not miss. There is no 
coherent theme to this column; 
just consider it a round-up of all 
the food tips I could have given 
you had the Law News been a 
weekly. 
Located on Clement Street 
nearSthAvenue,Fouotain Coort 
has the best Shanghai-style 
Chinese food I've ever tasted. 
Don't miss the Shanghai Juicy 
Steamed Pork Buns, gingery 
teodc£meatinathindelicateskin. 
The finest dishes here are the 
Orange Chicken OJ Orange Beef, 
whichsponalhlckflavorfulsauce 
with cnnge peels. slices of garlic, 
and whole chili peppers. Another 
great dish is the Sau~ Pea 
Gtmts,flavorfullittle!eafystems 
withoutanyheavy sauceorspices 
10 cover up their natural fresh 
flavor. The service and !he food 
are always excellent at Fountain 
Court, a worthy addition to the 
San Francisco restaurant scene. 
When cooking al home, treal 
yourself 10 some of the finest 
impottcd groceries around at the 
Food Warehouse, located on 
Art Review 
Polk Street between Washington 
and Clay. A family-run business. 
the Food Warehouse stocks 
spices.olives.cheeses,oils.pastas. 
sauces, crackers, cookies, and teas 
from around the world. and 
clwgesasLittleashaifthepriceof 
o!her stores. French or Bulgarian 
feta cheeses are just $2.99 per 
pound. Danish Blue cheese, 
sometimes priced as high as $13 
sellshereforjust$3.99perpound. 
AbouleofSapioexUl-virginolive 
oil from Italy was $13 at Real 
Food; here it is just $1. Scme of 
my favorites that they SIOCkare 
the real Basmati rice from lndia. 
the whole line of Twinings teas, 
pastas from Italy for as linle as 
$.69perpound,andanasSMment 
ofoLivesincludingoil-curcd.Take 
the #19 Polk bus 10 paradise! 
Tu Lan, a Vietnamese place 
on 6th Street near Market. is a 
dump. Okay,l said it (And they 
can't sue me, 'Cut truth is a 
defense. It really is a dump.) But 
thefoodisfabulous. TheImperial 
Rolls are served with a sweet and 
spicy dipping sauce whose recipe 
I'dlcillfor. TheLemonBeefSalad 
is a unique cold dish with a tangy 
dressing. perfect for lunch on a 
hot day. The Vietnameseooffeeis 
sweet and thick with condensed 
milk, terrific over ice. The Ginger 
Chicken will have you licking 
your plate and roUing around on 
the none-too-clean floor. The 
noodle dishes are heavenly. This 
is the place to go for great food 
with no pretension whatsOever. 
The service ranges from terrible 
to nonexistent While I have no 
plans to take my parents here. I 
am a loyal CUSlOmer. 
If you want to impress the hell 
out of dinner guests, makeJoel's 
SturredCoroish Game Hens.It's 
not terribly difficult, yet it still 
makes your guests ooh and ahh 
when served. Start with one game 
henperperson. Thefreshonesare 
larger and tastier, bul somewhat 
expensive. I often prepare the 
frozen ones. Just make sure that 
they are completely defrosted 
before you begin. Thoroughly 
wash and dry the birds, inside and 
ouL Chop a cup of mushrooms 
and place in a pot with a linle hot 
oliveoil.Addacupofdryriceand 
a chopped onion. Sautf this for a 
few minutes, until therice looksa 
bit uanslucent. Immediately add 
twocupsof water, a bullion cube, 
and sane pepper. (Optional: If 
you have any, add a dash of 
C""tiI!ued",. Page 12 
Law Student Artists? 
By Elaine Paplos AR,-c.m, 
Amidst brown walls and gray 
tables, Hastings hosted is annual 
Student An Show in theLouisB. 
Mayer Lounge AprilS- 7.Despite 
the low student turnout, !he An 
Show provided an interesting 
touch to !hesean::haic walls. 
Third year Daniel K. Janisch 
attracted a crowd 'wi!h his piece 
entitled "The World is Your 
Oyster." Janisch's"ccmmentary" 
was a 3 1/2 inch thick stack of 
rejection letters received from 
various law fums. The stack was 
bolted together with thick 
construction screws in all four 
comers. His "law school art"was 
a realistic symbol of the sorry 
state of the economic affairs. 
Third year Jason D. Caner 
displayedtwoWlframeddrawings 
entitled Eyes of the Dark Wolfand 
FjreE~s.Cart.erusesredashis 
domiIWltcokrwhlchrnayexplain 
his opinion statement, "I fmd 
myselfpainLing when I shoold be 
concentrating on fmili. When I 
suppress my creative urges for 
toolong,theymanifestthemselves 
in bursts of energy to paint, like 
auaching thecans or binge eating. 
The results of tbese bursts have 
been Eyes oflhe Dark. Wolfand 
Fire Eyes." 
First year Thomas W. 
McDonnell displayed an 
interesting array of five large 
photographs and six small ones 
meticulously framed in black and 
white. "Each of these images was 
created from a single exposure 
IastingSto 10minu!eS.Allobjects 
depicted were Iii with either car 
headlights. flashlights, or a hand-
held flash, covered with colored 
cellophane," writes McDonnell in 
the art show synopsis. 
Second year Deanna L. 
Spooner displayed several pencil 
drawings of I'Ier backyard flora 
whlch shejustwanted to share. II 
was almost like second grade 
whentheteacherhad"share"time. 
She writes, ''These WBtercolorand 
ink sketches depict a small 
sampling of the flora in my 
backyard. Ienjoy a beautiful home 
environment every day and just 
wanted 10 share it" 
Third year Paul Bignardi 
shared his pllotographs of six 
ligh!houses located in Cape Cod. 
He writes, "I visited Cape Cod 
Nat Seashore in October 1988, 
and wor1ted there as a National 
Park Ranger in !he summer of 
1993. Upon graduations it is my 
planlOretumlOw<rl:permanently 
in the National Park Service." 
Third year Ed Ross boasted 
his black and white photographs 
taken from atop of Notre Dame 
Cathedral in Paris. France. A 
blondwomansrandsinthemiddle 
of deformed gargoyles while she 
carelessly smokes a cigarette 
looking down at the crowd below. 
Esmeralda? 
Third year Tom Watson 
exhibited his photographic an 
taken from a sail boat while 
entering and leaving Friday 
C"1IIi1Iu~d,,,. PfIgIll 
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Reel World 
Threesome 
By Joel Agron 
The new fUm Thruso/Tlt:. despite the San Francisco Chronicle's 
review to the contrary. is not a movie about sex. It is a movie about 
how people can take everyday fedings and kvetch, kvetch. kvetch 
about them until !hey are blown completely out of proportion. 
Bewareorfilins withasimple, one-sentence premise.ll. Hollywood 
knows thai we will laugh al the idea of Danny DeVilO and Arnold 
Schwar-zenegger playing brothers (l990'sTwjllS), but will we laugh 
all the way through? I didn't Thrt.tS()~ relies on a one-sentefl:e 
premise, turning it inlO a full.length feature by adding lots of 
complaining and backbiting. Here's the one sentence: "Hilarity and 
sensuality abound when a straight man, a gay man, and a straight 
woman share a SUlte in a college donn." can you Stay interested for 
nearly two hours? J didn't. 
Stephen ~a1dwin playsanobnoriousstraightman wbose purposes 
in life (and m the flim) are to make derogau.y comments about the 
women be beds and 10 teach his studious roommate how to drink 
excessively. The roommate, played by Josh Charles, is trying to 
come 10 terms with being gay 
as Lara Flynn Boyle moves 
into the adjoining 
room. Josh makesbospital-
corners with his bed. 
Stephen sleeps with women 
andthenmakes them do his 
lawu1ry. Lata wears more 
makeup than Angelica 
HOUSlOOinThe Add a m s 
Family, and falls in love 
with the uninterested 
gay roommate. 
Let'S count the cliches so 
far: Straight men are pigs. 
Gay men are bookish. 
insecure, and exceptionally 
tidy. Men and women can't 
~ a bathroom- that damn toilet seat thing gets in me way! 
College kids eat nothing but pizza. All bonding moments between 
two people take place during discussions of Catcilt'r in t~ Nyt. 
Womenaiwayssufferunrequitedlovefortbeirgaymaiefriends.Gay 
men undenlllnd artistic things, but straight men reaUy know how to 
have fun. A woman wiU do the laundry of any handsome man who 
bolTs her. During the mm,l kept expecting Auntlemima to make the 
roomies some pancakes. 
Sexuaiattractions between the roommates fonnaperfect triangle. 
Gay·boy is hot for straight-boy. Straight-boy wants girl GirlluslS 
after gay-boy. I would imagine that the best way to handle such a 
si~tion is not tohave sex. But that wouJdn 't seU tickets. The menage 
decides IOpursuefiiendshipandnotsJeeplOgethet. Thisdoesn'tlast, 
of course, but neither rhyme nO( reason dictate how or why the 
agreement is broken. They talk, ta1k, talk about their desires, make 
furtive passes, take off their clothes for no reason, and gate lovingly 
at one another while complaining about how horny they au are. I 
think that directOr Andrew Fleming was trying 10 tell US that $eJlual 
attraction can override all other concerns. If this is so, !hen why did 
the gay guy sleep with the girl? 
One major problem with the story is that plenty ofpeopJe have 
shared suites, bathrooms, even rooms with people oftheoppositesex 
without tension and strife. One missed opportunity in the film would 
be 10 explore the emotions behind the gay character's coming..out 
experience. Thefilm ignores wbatmightilave madeforan intereSting 
explorntionofhumansexuality. Thefilm also ignoresthepossibiJity 
that three college students ever attend classes. Josh goes once 10 his 
French Cinema class. but it turns out 10 be just an e:u:use to refer to 
another (much better) mm, Jules et Jim, about a woman and bet two 
loVCl'S. 
Theonly saving gracelO the film is a thoughtful performance by 
Josh Charles. Despite some of the ponderous lines he must recite, he 
cooveys a likable presence on camera. Lara Aynn Boyle wasmuch 
better in television's Twin Peaks, but she does passably well with 
COIl/i''''N'''' P~ IS 
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It's in the Hole Coming Out of the Closet 
By Robert Haga 
SPORTS EDITOR 
• On Friday April 8th, 70 brave 
Hastings students and Professor 
David Faigman ventured over to 
Berkeley's Tilden Park Golf 
CourselOparticipatein Hastings' 
Annual Golf Tournament. 
Despite the wind and the rain a 
good time was had by aU. 
As. one would expect wilh an 
event associated with Hastings, 
the only rain in recent memory 
happened as we ventured out 10 
Tilden. As. we (Man Dudley, 
Chris Ayayo, Tom Mackey and 
myself) teed off from the first 
hole 10 begin the tournament there 
wasoolya mist, as wecamedown 
the 18thilwaspouring. Needless 
to say many did not rmish, some 
did not even stan. 
However, a few did, in fact 
Shane Brun aod tourney 
organizer, J effLaCour shot a one 
over (71) in the scramble fannat 
IOwinaSlOOgiftcertificate; Will 
HolmesandTedAngusshotthree 
over (73) to win a S50 gift 
certificate; Tripp Goldsbeny and 
Johnathan Covault came in third, 
four over (74) for $30 gift 
certificate. 
In the coed division Kelly 
Reagan and Anne Winston came 
infirsttoeamaS30giftcertificate 
Will Holmes won 
a driver for hav-
ing the longest 
drive on the 18th 
and Will Moselle 
was closest to 
the hole on the 
11th and scored 
a $50 gift certifi-
cate. 
and Joanna Madison and Ellise 
Bigelow came in second winning 
a S 10 gift certificate. In the 
specialty categories Will Holmes 
won adriver for having the longest 
driveonthe l8thandWilIMoselle 
wasclosestlOlheholeon the 11th 
and scored a S50 gift certirJCate. 
Downs Threatens 
to Sue for a 
Piece of ASH 
would apply 10 us," 
Constitutional Law Professor 
Radhika Rae said, "I guess he 
would be a public figure. 
Therefore there has to be actual 
malice" to have asuccessfullibel 
"". 
Constitutional Law Professor 
David. Faigman said, "Howard 
Downsisprobablyapublicfigure. 
He would have difficulty 
prevailing in such a SuiL" 
Faigman said. "If he has a 
meritorious claim it is not 
inappropriate for a professor 10 
sue ASH.H However. he said 
"Under similar circumstances I 
can't imagine doing it myself. It 
[Downs' potential libel suit] is 
not meritorious and is 
inappropria1e." 
"It is possible 10 respond in a 
forum other than in a court of 
law," saldFaigman. "I never took 
seriously the fact thai Howard 
would actuaJly sue.H 
Students have had mi~ed 
reactions to Downs' threats. 
''Th8l'5too bad," saidstudenlJeff 
Fowler. "Students have the nght 
to hear an opinion about a class." 
OtarlieCypher.asrudenl.said, 
"I think it is terribly irresponsible 
and childish for him 10 threaten 
students. Who cares what ASH 
Headnoles say about him." 
Cindy Oakes. a student who 
was in Downs' Class Action 
Seminar .defended Downs saying. 
"II was never presented as if 
Downs was gOing to use our 
papersin his." Shelatelcritici.zed 
Headnotts saying, "Headnotes 
are not then: to publish substantial 
misdeeds." 
"That's disgusting," said 
student Judith Silver about 
Downs' threats to sue ASH. 
"Whatever happened to free 
speech. e~pression. and criticism 
in a university sening1" 
By Steven Feinstein 
EorroRIN CIIIEl' 
Republicans came out of the 
c1osetMarch23atthefimmeeting 
of a new group of Hastings 
Republicans. 
Mark Weideman, the group's 
president, began the meeting by 
discussing how Republicans feel 
"shut out" at what they claim is a 
liberal Hastings. But Weideman 
encouraged the 19 men and 5 
women at the meeting thal even 
though Republicans find it "tough 
10 talk in class" they all must find 
the strength to "come OUt of the 
closet" and openly eJlipress their 
right-wing beliefs. The members 
were also encouraged 10 pay five 
dollars per semesler in dues, 
especially since the group does 
nOI plan 10 ask for ASH funding. 
Weideman made a special 
point of saying that his group had 
no position on abortion rights. He 
continued by saying the group 
"doesn't have a stand on 
anything. "Whal Weideman hopes 
the members will share is that 
they "are all Republicans." 
SergeantatAnns. TomCorea, 
discussed an upcoming event aI 
which former congressman and 
candidate for the Republican 
nomination for Diane Feinstein's 
senate seal, William Dannemeyer. 
will debate Professor David 
Faigman. The debate, scheduled 
for April 27, will be about 
pornography. Faigman said he 
eJliptCts to take Ihe "pro-First 
Amendment position." Asked if 
he plans to rentany pornographic 
videos in preparation for Ihe 
debateFaigmansaidhe"possibly" 
might 
Weideman said Ihe group 
hoped to help Governor Pete 
Wilson this year with his 
reelection campaign. They also 
planned IOsellRepublican t-shirts 
which heencouragedRepublicans 
"with gulS" to wear to Hastings. 
Asked why the large majority 
of the clubs members are men 
Weidcmansaidthat"traditional1y 
thedemocraticpartyhashadbettet 
appeal 10 women, but we are trying 
to change that." He said the group 
eJlipeclS to attract more women 
because, ''we've gOlgood-looking 
successful guys" as members. 
The posters advertising the 
group', meeting featured an 
elephant coming out of a Closel 
Weideman said the poster did not 
indicate that members were 
homose~uaIbutthat, "We identify 
withhomose~uaIs. Weareshutin 
the c10Stl (at Hastings) and can't 
e~press ourselves." He said, 
"people roll their eyes" when 
Republican views are e~pressed 
in class buthe want!!lOembolden 
Hastings Republicans to speak 
openly about.their beliefs in and 
out of class. 
Agron's Food Final 
C()IIIinMedjro", Page 11 
tarragon.) Cover andcook on low 
until the rice has absorbed the 
water. Using a teaspOOn,stuffthe 
rice into the birds until they are 
overflowing. Heavily salt and 
pepper the birds, and place them 
in a 375 degree oven. Melt a half 
a stick of butter, and add one 
tablespoon of honey to it Using a 
little paintbrush, paint the hens 
with this mi~lUre every 10 
minutes. for I hour. Your hens 
will be golden brown. tender, and 
juicy. 
A rew random rood notes: • 
Acme Bread, from Beneley, is 
the best sourdough in the whole 
world .• Don't rinse your pasta 
after boiling it: just drain il A 
little starch on the outside helps 
the sauce stick better .• Thrifty 
has a better candy selection than 
Walgreen's.· Dol HO,on PacifIC 
nearSlOCkton.hasgreatDimSum 
and low prices.' Nobody can tell 
the difference between fresh and 
frozen spinach once its cooked. 
Servefrozenandtell'emit'sfresh. 
• Add a dash of white wine 10 
canned soup. It really improves 
the flavor.' A great marinade for 
chicken is made from equal partS 
of honey, ketchup, and soy sauce. 
Soundsstrange,butittastesgreal 
• Passion fruit season comes but 
once a year. Wait until they are 
priced at five-for-a-dollar. Cut 
them in half and scoop out the 
pulpwithaspoon. Don'\beafraid 
·toeattheseeds. You haven't lived 
until you've had a fresh passion 
fruit. • Try the falafel at Bongo 
Burger in Berkeley. located both 
Nonh of campus and South of 
campus.·Onceyou'vegottenpast 
the novelty of the really big can, 
Arizona Ice Tea isn't as good as 
Snapple .• Food is one of life's 
principal joys. Some cultures 
consider a lasting bond to be 
formed when you "break bread" 
with a slIanger. Friendships, 
family.andloveall go beuerwilh 
good food. As we go out into the 
busy world, we musttakethe time 
to appreciate that our lives are 
made richer by the food we eal 
Student Art Enlivens LBM Lounge 
harbor. His SlUI.Sel and SlUlrise 
photos included their 
corresponding longitude and 
latitude degree equivalents. He 
writes, "Generally, the Artist 
Hates 10 Stay Within the Lines, 
But Sometimes (i.e. at Sea) Lines 
are Very IMPORTANT." 
By far, one of the most 
impressive Hastings AnStudents 
was third year Enrique ''Treat'' 
Gleason. Theprirnary focusofhis 
work is painting indigenous 
peoples. HisMigraru Woman was 
apencilinu:rpretationofDorothea 
Lange's Migrant Mother. For 
those who are not familiar with 
the title. the Bookstore has a post 
card copy of this poor migrant 
wom4fl who looks like she was 
drawn out of Steinbeck's Grapes 
oj Wrath. Treat staned painting 
indigenous peoples and 
landscapes while living in 
Honduras and Guatemala. After 
arriving in the United states, he 
studied art aI Whitman College 
andtheUnivet'SityofWashington. 
AlloITreat'steachersencouraged 
him 10 continue his devotion to 
painting indigenous peoples. His 
anwork has won a handful of 
prizes in South-Eastern 
Washington State Fair and one 
prize in the Carnegie Art Gallery 
in Walla Walla, Washington. Most 
of his earlier paintings are 
presently held in private 
collections. AJthoughhe haslittle 
timeforan,heisintereslprimariJy 
in political art, including 
photography, and in ponraying 
the disenfranchised sectors of the 
American continent. 
The Hastings Student Art 
Show provided an interesting 
forum for different talents and 
divergent views. While some 
studentcountonusingtheirartistic 
talent!! for their employ, others 
were content with "sharing" their 
work. It just goes to show that law 
students are more multifaceted 
than they appear 10 be. 
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ASH Stuggles to Apply Smith 
By Dolly Reynolds 
N""Eooo< 
candidate Of ballot proposal"; abroad and !.hen transferred to 
' ideological' is defined as "the another law school. 
promotion of a doctrine not At their March meeting, the 
'gennane' to the purposes of BoardofDirectorsawovedthe 
Arter a series of lengthy teaching law, furthering 1994.95tuitionandfeeschedule 
mcetingswhichtlltimesgeneratod educationa l objectives, or conditionally upon ASH's 
more heat than light, the promoting justice". estabJishingaSmith policy by the 
Associated Students of Hastings Kachadour agrees that summer. The Board was very 
took thefU"StstepS tll their April S establishing guidelines that will concerned that ASH had to date 
meeting towards adopting comply with Smith is quite fai led to establish procedural 
guidelinesthatwillbringthegroup difficult. Trying to make a guidelinesandconsidcrcdwriting 
into compliance with Smith II. concretcdetenninationofwhena the guidelines themselves. 
Regents. student group or event has a Kachadour assured the Directors 
Hastings General Counsel prohibitedpoliticaJeI'ideologicai that the students were working 
Ange1e Kachadour has warned purposeasopposedtoapennitted very hard and that she' was 
ASH that if they fail to have educational purpose can be like "confidcntthtllASHwillcomplete 
wCl'kingguidclinesinpiacebefore "counting angel!lon the head oca its task." 
theBoardofDirectorsmeetingin pin,"shc told the Law Nt:Ws. As ASH has already had its 
July, Kachadourwillrecommend Nevertheless,Smithisthelaw, fmal General Council meeting of 
that the Board not collect the and Kachadour said ASH will the semester, that task now 
activitiesfeesportionofstudents' have to establish a more detailed belongs to ASH's Smilh 
fall tuition payments. andspecificpolicybeforeshewill subcommittee headed up by first 
ASH approved the defmition recommend that the Directors year representative Richard 
of "political" and "ideological" colket mandatory activities fees Chisholm,ASHpresidentJoanna 
student groups or events which, fromstudcnts. Kachadourand the Madison, and outgoing ASH 
under Smilh, cannot be funded Directors fear that without treasurer Victor Perez. ASH 
wi th mandatory activities fees guidelinesthatcomplywithSmith, g~ted the subcommittee the 
becauscoftheF"lJ"StAmendment's Hastings faces the possibility of authority to write guidelines "in 
PagelJ 
Love Note to a Bird 
by Joel AgroD 
Last Friday, at the Third consistent ex-ample of what 
YearReceptionsponsoredby a uuly fine Jaw professor 
the Alumni Assiciation, should strive to be. She is 
ProfessorGailBirdwasgiven respectfuJ of her students, 
theawardor'FavoriteFaculty clear and engaging in her 
Member," an award voted lcctures,andknowledgeable 
upon by the class of 1994, I aOOut the subjcct matter she 
wasstandingbehlndProfessor teaches. "The author Isaac 
Bird when the award was Beshevis Singer said, 
announced, and I had just "There is no great an in 
whispered to a friend that I confusing the reader." I 
hoped she would win. When would extend his statement 
her name was called OUl, a to cover the interaction 
look of genuine surprise and betweenstudentandteacher. 
pleasure crossed her face, Professor Bird believes that 
Professor Bird deserved there is no great art in 
the award, and I was proud confusing or cmbarrassing 
thatitwasmygraduatingclass thestudenL Forthis,Iwish 
which chose her. She is a to thank and acknowledge 
her. 
Alumna Harassed 
prohibitioo against compelled lawsuitsfromdisgruntledstudents the spirit of previous General C"tUi/tu"'-fro"'Pard 
speech and association. seeking to enjoin the collection or Council discussions" in order to pennits award of actual damages, 
loan over 10 a collection agency 
after they have "e~hausted 
everything Hastings could do 
internally to get a student to pay a 
student loan." 
Under ASH's guidelines, disnibution of the activities fees. assuretheDireclOrswouldcolJect statutory penalties of uP IOSI ,000 
'pol itical ' is defined as "the Kacluldour said she has already the activities fees. Chisholm will per violation, and mandates 
financia1 suppon of registered receivedademand letter fromone awards of attorneys fees and 
I.O_~~Y,_·,~_.~~_I_iti_" _I ~p~ __ ies_' _'~~~'~'.~h~O_"'~on~"M~~I~y"_._oo_' _______ C_" _M_"_d_"_~~P_l~4 ~:=;:%::!~;h::~~~ 
TR.INITY 
PROPERTIES 
Looking For An Apartment? 
disuessinadditiontothepenaities 
and auomeys fees. The fees will 
go to Reyes as she represented 
hcrselfin the case. 
When asIr:ed what message he 
had fel' Reyes, Acade~ic Dean 
LeoMartinezsaid,"I'msonythls 
happened to her. 1 believe the 
FOCP A makes a lot of sense." 
Deborah Tran , Hast ings 
Director of Fisca\ Services, is in 
charge of collecting outstanding 
student loans made by Hastings. 
Tran said Hastings only rums a 
Tran said that Hastings began 
refe rr ing loans to Unger in 
December of 1991 and has 
referred 40 loans to them so far. 
She said after she received 
complaints that they were 
charging illegal fees "Hastings 
demanded an audit and some 
received adjustments lowering the 
fees." 
Tran said, " I don' t want 
someone that Hastings is using 10 
collect loans illegally." She said 
that Hastings "will slowly phase 
outourbusinessrelalionsrupswith 
Unger & Associates." 
WE OFFER THE FINEST 
FURNISHED / UNFURNISHED 
APARTMENTS 
FCRS Paints Hospice 
AT RATES 
STUDENTS CAN AFFORD! 
Call (415) 861-3333 
(415) 433·3333 
Fax (415) 989·9390 
333 Bay, San Francisco, CA 94133 
Finnennan then uied to find 
an organization thatran residences 
for low income single mothers in 
the Tenderloin, but found that 
criteria was too narrow. Clark 
then contacted the Missionaries 
of Chari ty, which had a home for 
single mothers in the Mission 
District that needed external 
painting. Unfortunately, said 
elarlr:, the home was three stories 
tall, and painting theextcriorwas 
reallybeyondtheabilityofFCRS. 
"Wedidn 't exactly have scaffolds 
or laddets," said Clark. 
The Missionaries of Charity 
also runs Gift of Love, however, 
which needed its kitchen and 
dining area painted, and FCRS 
didnothesitatetoofferitsSttVices 
to the hospice. "We wanted to 
help people in our community," 
said Cark, ''the fact that it was a 
residence for AIDS patients and 
not for single mothers wasn't 
important." 
Clark said that the group did 
not spend much time visiting 
AJDS patients themselves, which 
would have been nice. However, 
the sisters who won:. in the hospice 
were concerned that some of the 
patients may not have been able 
to handle such a large group of 
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Naan For Everyone 
CIlNUt.udfrtJMPAgfl0 
pakora, and naan. The samosa was 
like this tiny casserole thingce my 
aWlt Shirl' used 10 make but it was 
filled with spicy potato inslead of 
macaroni and cheese. Beller then 
Pez on a hmsummer afternoon! 
We had vegetarian and paneer 
pakora, both of which I heartily 
approved. The paneer pakora was a 
bil too much like those cheese 
mozzerella sticks you used 10 eal at 
Pizza Hut only because they came 
for free with a large piu.a, but then 
you would run out of sauce and 
wonder whether you should bother 
10 gnaw the last one down dry. Of 
course, we had much cooler sauces 
here.1lIere was the tamarind sauce, 
which was a sweet and sour, plum-
like treat: lheorange stuff that tasted 
like mangoes; the pale yellow 
yogwty sauce and the red stuff, 
which was hot, man! (l'd like 10 
stick one of those Taco Bell dweebs 
faces in that stuff. Hey, breathe fire 
out of your nose after eating some 
real hot sluff, Taco Bell dweeb!) 
The naan came in lhe Assoned 
Bread Basket which COSt about six 
bucks. There was regular, garlic and 
kabuli naan.Ilikeditall.Someofit 
was minty. That was so cool. It was 
like I didn't even need a breath mint 
afterwards or anything. To qUOte 
one of the fodc.ettes, "[itl was a 
sampling of uaditional tastes. Really 
succulenL" 
After the bread, we went on to 
lhe main course. It seemed to go 
forever. Maharani has a wide range 
lAw News Milors EIDiMPiJP/os 
aNi Stevell Feiruleill aJ MaJrnrall.i. 
of entrees including Biryanis, 
Tandoori, lamb, chicken, 
seafood, and vegetarian 
specialties. Westaned withalot 
of basmati rice, mixed in with 
incredible spices. Then it got 
messy.Foodwascirclin' around 
that table faster then President 
Clinlon chasing Mayor 
McCheese. So in no particular 
order, let me describe food for 
you. Take it away forkettes! 
The Chicken Tikka Masala 
($11.15) isroasted in rich spices 
- very navorful. Although none 
braved iI, there is also the 
Chicken Vindaloo (59.15) the 
hottest and spiciesL the mother 
of all chicken curries. Another 
dish is Chicken Tikka Saag 
(59.15) a boneless curried 
chicken cooked in creamed 
spinach. NO[ on the Vindaloo 
level butlley, it's spinach, and 
you need all the strength you can 
get for the law! 
For all of you vegetarians there 
isa frurly iargeselection of items. 
Dolly tried lhe Navrauan Konna 
($9.95) the ra1llbow of nine 
vegetables: cauliflower, broccoli, 
peas, potatoes, yellow stars, pink 
heans, green clovers and blue 
diamonds! ''The raisin and cashew 
sauce kind of overwhelmed the 
nine vegetables butdidsomething 
exciting to my mouth and soul." I 
asked Dolly about theadvantages 
of a meatless world. "There's 
something really incandescent 
about lhe food that makes you 
understandwhybeingavegetarian 
can be a lush and sensual 
experience,"shesaid. TheBangan 
Bhatta ($1.95) which is eggplant 
and plenty 0' spices was another 
appca1ingplate. 
Lotsoflambon the table. That 
mother of mothers, the Lamb 
Vindaloo ($10.15) slayed taste 
buds across the room. "Feel the 
bum! Thisisincredib1e! Thetaste 
is overwhelming! It will be the 
only thing I taste for thenextthree 
days." Cooked with hot curry and 
served with potato in a tangy 
sauce, this is one not to miss. 
There was also a lot of fish and 
Elaine grabbed some prawns from 
the special off-menu items shown 
only to people who flash gold 
corporate credit cards in 
restaurants. Sorry to say I didn't 
catch exactly what it was she ate, 
but then slledidn't want to share, 
so it must have been good. 
ASH Works on Smith 
CIlNUtutdfrllM PlIgt 1J 
spend the summer working on the 
guidelines, and Madison said that 
any student at Hastings is welcome 
to join the subcommittee and 
panicipate in the work. 
ASH was in general agreement 
that while students' fees should not 
go to blatantly political activities 
like financing Pete Wilson's reo 
election campaign, ASH's goal is to 
protect student groups' funding to 
lhe greatest extent possible. Many 
representatives found themselves in 
the unenviable pooition of having to 
enforce a decision with which they 
strongly disagreed. 
"I thinkSmilh isa baddecision," 
said Chisholm, who personally 
believes that political and 
ideological groups can perform an 
important educational functIOn. 
''This is a law school," he said, "if 
you can control who gets to 
speakfromdayone,you'llnever 
hear anything you don't agree 
with." 
Nevertheless, Chisoolmsaid 
his primary objective oow is 10 
establish a procedure that the 
DireclOrs will agree complies 
withSmilh. TothisendtheSmilh 
subcommittee drafted tentative 
guidelinesearlierthisspringand 
then invited student groups to 
comment. There followed a 
series of contentious, largely 
unprodl.lCtivemeetingswhichat 
times threatened to deteriorate 
to ad hominem atLacks. 
The student group leaders 
were highly critical of ASH's 
auempt 10 limit the funding of 
groups ASH decided were 
political, as well as ASH's not 
always successful effort to 
conduct its meetings under 
Roben's Rules of Order. Some 
group leaders presented 
guidelines of their own, which 
ASH ultimately rejected. "All of 
a sudden," said Chisholm, "1 
became the oppressor." 
Still, Chisholm is optimistic 
hiscommiuee will beabletowrite 
guidelines thatarenarrowenough 
to protect every group's funding 
whilestiUcomplying with Smith. 
Kachadour agrees, and said that 
"with a little work on their by-
laws" every student group should 
be able to demonsttate that its 
purpose is primarily educational. 
The most important thing, said 
Kachadour, is for ASH's 
subcomm illee to establish a 
procedure,andestablishitquickiy. 
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HPILF grant reipients. Lawrence C. Hinkle II will be 
working for the ACLU. Will Rostov will be working with 
Citizens for a better environment. Noel f. Rodriquez will 
work with Mexican American Legal Defense and 
Education Fund. Diem-An T. Le will be working at the 
San Francisco Neighborhnod Legal assistance 
Foundation. Ted Walther will be working with the 
lnrernarional Gay and Lesbian Human RigJus 
Commission. 
West Block For Sale 
Dean Bruce WoIkofDavisispaid 
$14O,OOOa year, and Dean Herma 
Hill Kay of Boalt receives 
$149,000 a year. Before he quit, 
Dean Tom Read was paid 
$168,000 a year, received an 
additional $24,000 each year for 
housing expenses, and a car 
allowance. 
The Board aho vOled 10 
terminate Hastings' position as a 
pass-through for a state 
Department of Education 
$100,000 child care grdllt 10 Wu 
Yee. Thisgrantplacedthecollege 
inaproprietaryposition regarding 
Wll Yeeandexposed Hastings to 
potential liability 10 lhe state for 
whatever happened at the day care 
center. Wu Yee will now apply 
for and receive the$ I 00,000 gram 
directly from the Depanment of 
Education. 
Hastings will, however, 
continue to provide Wu Yee with 
$26,400 each year, approximately 
$IO,<XXlfrom student fees and the 
rest from the college's 
discretionary fund. Nonnan Yee, 
appearing at the meeting, assured 
lhe Boatdthat this$26.4oo would 
entitle Hastings students to 
priority for 11 spaces in thechJd 
care cemer. While only five 
Hastingsstudentscurrentlyutilize 
Wu Yee, the Directors were 
tremendously impressed that these 
five students had presented the 
Board'sFinance Commiu.ee with 
a petition signed by over 600 
students in suppon of Hastings' 
continued relationship with Wu 
Yo<, 
Hastings' West Block 
propertiesareforsaie.Directocof 
FacilitiesEdLevinctoldtheBoard 
that the college had contracted 
the fum of Marcus and Millichap 
to broker the sale of the four 
apartment buildingson McAllister 
and Larkin Streets. In April, 
Marcus and Millichap, which 
according to Levine has a lot of 
experience selling residential 
hotels, will place the properties 
on the markel Potential buyers 
will then have a sillty day listing 
period to submit sealed bids. 
General Counsel Angele 
Kachadour told the Dirccton that 
while the sealed bid process may 
ultimately result in a lower selting 
price, the process was mandated 
by Hastings' status as a public 
institution. Kachadour said the 
salewouldbeanaII-cashdealand 
that Hastings would require an 
extensive financial background 
statement from each p-ospective 
buyer. The Board reserves the 
righttorejcctallbids. TheFinance 
Committee will evaluate the bids 
during its closed session meeting 
June 30 and the entire Board will 
make its final decision via 
conference call meeting luly I. 
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Covering the GAAP With Love Security Blotter 
By Sheila Allen 
0"""", ED<roo 
Ten years ago, after a daily 
sojourn past the sadanddire need 
of neighborhood homeless, 
sevetaltlasting:s:SIlldentsdecided 
to do somcdting to im(rOve the 
situalion.Onashoestringbudget, 
and with the assistance of a 
sympathetic Hastings professor, 
General Assistance Advocacy 
Project(GAAP)wastxm. Today, 
staffed by Hastings SlUdents, 
GAAP services appromnately 
five hundred people a wed:: in 
their new offices located at 276 
Golden Gate Avenue. 
OnMarch31,l994,GAAP's 
1eftyeanJofproductiveandloving 
servicewascelebratedattheWar 
Memorial Building. The gala 
celebration honored four of 
GAAP's longtime friends: 
PItaroBySJ[I!IU.Au.a< 
Luw New3 Editor ~rilru MtlTSo BwclchJ, Proft.$3(ff John. MawM. aNi 
Dr:MMaryKayKtJM 
Hastings' Professor Aaronson, 
honored for his commitment to 
fairness in General Assistance 
administration since pre-1978 
andhistireJesssupportofGAAP; 
PaulBoden,headoftheCoalition 
on HomeJessoess and a GAAP 
co-founder;WD.F1ient,aGAAP 
board member, client and 
V1JIuntec:radvocate:andHastings 
alumna and GAAP founder and 
board member, Sandra Weiner. 
It wasapleasurecoveringthe 
GAAPgala.GAAPpeopleshow 
a righteous ce1ebrnIion of love 
and care for others without 
concern about personal benefit 
orresumeenhancement.Hastings 
students who work for GAAP 
seem 10 have a handle on their 
quality oflife, regardlessofbeing 
in law school. (see Martha 
Bridegan, Darlene Flanders, 
Steve Chabre, Rich Jankowski, 
Hellher Hesik, Sarah Tigerdez, 
Rob Smith, Karla Wolff, Peggy 
Bruggman, Alellis Rondell, 
Kathy Salo, Andy Leff, Teal 
Dillon, Anne Traum, Karen 
Girard, Jennifer Choi as a 
representative sample.) 
Dean Mary Kay Kane, 
Professors Wingate (Master of 
Ceremonies), Malone, Marcus, 
Moulton, Faigman, Nelken, 
Wang, Aaronson and Cohen 
wereamongtheHastingsfaculty 
which gathered tocoogratulate 
GAAP. 
Although GAAP'sagenda is 
General Assistance (GA), Food 
Stamp and Supplemental 
Security Income(SSI) advocacy, 
the sr.affsttetches their work 10 
fitthenecdsofc1imtsinaholistic 
approach to helping. Among 
other services, they provide a 
mailing address for homeless 
clients; a copy machine for 
imponant papers to be teUli.ned 
in client's files (paperwork is 
hard to hang onlO when you're 
hornelessormovingfromshelter 
to shelter): lheir phones have 
been used by clients to call 
friend.sand family members with 
whom lhey have lost contact; 
student volunteers have 
accompanied frightened, 
disoiented and disabled clients 10 
SSIorGAoffices lOassistthem in 
the interview process; clients have 
receivedhelpingeuingemergency 
food and medical attention, 
enrollment in rehabilitation 
programs, schooling. etc. The 
parameters of the Hastings 
volunteers constantly ellpands to 
meet the needs of the people who 
come to lhem for help. 
GAAP welcomes assistance 
from their own, the Hastings 
community: timeormoney will be 
used well and appreciably. Thiny 
bomeJesspeoplediedinCalifomia 
ten years ago, and that number is 
now pushing twohundred. Donate 
if you can - keep the fire burning. 
Loveisastronger1egacythan hate. 
GAAP's phone number is (415) 
928-8191. "Don'l worry, afltr 0 
while you won'levennolice them" 
a third year student advised me 
when I flfSt came to Hastings and 
commented on the neighborhood 
homeless. Please see them. 
Elections Three Too Many 
her ellperience in spearheading Ct}f.MlltdjroIlCPagr:Jl 
the driv.e 10 geta fitness center in this whiny, one-dimensional 
=lh~~:;~;::~U(~:~f ye~r character. Steph~ Baldwin, ~f aslr::ed~ there was anything~i~ the fam~us acung BaldWin 
that I needed to do. I was told by brothm, IS handsome yet bleary 
people who did it last year and I ~ mush-mouthed throug~ ~e ~ their word for it, I probabl.y :~:y '!:U:;e~~ m::n~ 
rehe~ t~ much on their vay interesting with many low-
e~nce. M stated tha light shots and some very quick shehadre::~~=hedforan; cutting. The backdrop of the 
proccdural.calChes,andnonewere U~ campus serves the f11m 
found in the ASH rule$. Further, adrmrably. 
Monedenicdthathc:tactionswerc If you ,,:,antto seeabettermm 
=heIpersonalopinionO! ~~~~~:y ~~~~~~n~~~~:~ 
Firestien's Torch Song Trilogy. To 
seeawomantom between !wOmen, 
try CasobiOllCa. Are pig-like men 
your cup of tea? Animal House is 
still pretty dam fUMy. Even last 
year's Three of HeorlS portrayed 
gay and straight love and lust more 
realistically. But avoid Threesome. 
ThismovieseemslObearnorelation 
IOcollege,sex,orfriendship,topics 
with which law students should be 
at least passingly familiar. 
March 2, 1:20 p.m. 
Employee reported a BMA 
walking around the 2nd floor, 
looking at other people's 
belongings. Officers contacted 
non-Hastings person on Hyde 
Sl Non-Hastings person was 
wamed and left the area. 
March 3, 2:37 p.m. 
Two BFA's and BMA's were 
escorted from the area for 
srnoking"crack". 
March 5, 8:54 p.m. 
OffteerKatterhenryandWegner 
responded to asilent alarm in the 
garden area near the blue gate. 
Nosubjectswerelocated, butthe 
blue gate was opened. The 
northwest garden area was 
searched and the blue gate 
"""",,. 
March 5, 8:10 p.m. 
Officers responded 10 garage 
ramp where two suspects wae 
acting suspiciously. Subjects 
were wamed and left property. 
March 8, 10:45 a.m. 
OffiCCfSrespondedtoarepcl1of 
a drunk WMA. On arrival, 
officers found a non-Hastings 
person. Thenon-Hastingsperson 
was argumentative, but was not 
drunk. Thenon-Hastingsperson 
cooperntedwiththeinvestigation 
and was allowed to stay in the 
library. 
March 10, 3;50 p.m. 
Officer responded to a report of 
an older BFA who seemed 
disoriented. Offtcer found the 
subjectinlhe women'sroomand 
escorted her off lhe campus. 
Subject was a bit 800. 
March 20, 3:20 p.m. 
Officer responded 10 the Golden 
Gate ftte door 00 stairwell #4 
three times for the door alarm. 
Officer found the door ajar, and 
the alarm was sounding. Officer 
reset the alarm and the searched 
the stairwell tonoavaiJ. 
March 21, 7:40 p.m. 
Victim reported hercarhadboen 
broken into on Hyde SIreet. She 
wasgonethreeminutesandwhen 
sheretumedherdriver'swindow 
had been smashed and her 
backpack was gone. 
March 22, 11:42 a.m. 
Employee reported a WFA who 
had wallr::ed into records office 
and did not belong. Officers 
found her on the third floor. She 
refused to show lD and said she 
was a lawyer and did notCllT)' 
herbarcard.OfTicerswamedher 
and escomd her off campus. 
March 23, 12:50 p.m. 
Officer responded 10 a report of 
a WMA talr::ing a bath in the 
men's restroom. Officer wamed 
the subject and esconed him off 
campus. 
March 24, 10:40 a.m. 
While on vehicle patrol, Officer 
saw BMA in "the pil" When he 
got there, the subject was gone. 
March 28, 9:30 a.m. 
Student reported that his bicycle 
wheelwasstoienoffhismountain 
bike. He locked the bike on the 
bilr::erackat8:35 a.mand noticed 
the tire missing at ooon. Paul 
Crowder, lhe Pinkerton guard 
saw a BMA with a tire leaving 
the patio. 
March28,7:08p.m. An 
unidentified caller from 324 
Larkin reported a person 
climbing Ihe fence to the garage. 
Noonewasfoundduringasearch 
of the area. 
March 29, 9:04 a.m. 
The Pinkerton guard, Paul 
Crowder reported a hostile 
WMA.5'6~,15OIbs.OfIthepatio. 
Officer escorted the suspect off 
the property. 
April 3, 12:50 p.m. 
Studentreportedthatcarhadbeen 
broken into on Hyde Streel The 
passenger window had been 
broken and items were missing 
from the car. Total loss: $3945. 
Damage to car: $150. 
April 4, 8:52 a.m. 
Officer found non-Hastings 
person in the rear parting area. 
The non-Hastings person was 
warned of trespassing and 
escorted off the property. 
April 6, 2:55 p.m. 
Employee reported that a WMA 
was in an employoc's office and 
had no lawful business in the 
McAllister Tower. Officers 
spoke with the subject, wamed 
him, and escorted him off the 
premises. 
April 7, 9:30 a.m. 
Officers responded to an aIarm 
from an employoc and found a 
non-Hastings person in his 
officer. Thenon-Hastingsperson 
insisted that Hastingspublish his 
writings. He was wamed and 
escortedoffthe~y. 
April 7, 11:30 a.m. 
P.Crowder reported non-
Hastings person was on the patio, 
attempting 10 enter the building. 
Officers wamed the subject a 
secondtimeandescortedhimoff 
the property. 
April 7, 1:08 p.m. P. 
Crowder asked for assistance on 
the patio when a subject was 
chased on to the patio by the 
federal police and SFPD. SFPD 
caught the subject in front of 
Bonaire Apartments after he 
jumped off the patio. 
April 8, 3:59 p.m. 
Officer responded to the Golden 
Gate frre exit alarm and found 
the alann off and the door wide 
open. Thedoor was secured and 
the alarm was teseL 
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Holocaust Survivor Speaks New Faculty 
By Robert S, Tanner 
STAFFWJJTD. 
Michael Schwartz came to 
speak at Hastings to bear witness 
to the Holocaust A full crowd 
packed the Alumni Reception 
CentertohearSchwartzta1kabout 
hispersonalellperiencesurviving 
thedeathcampsofNaziGermany. 
Introduced by his daughter Ann, 
president of the Hastings Jewish 
Law Student Association, he 
shared a brief description of his 
lifeand answered questions from 
the audience. 
A United States citizen since 
1960, Schwartz was born in 
Hungary in 19)0. AllicsofN31i 
Germany, Hungary also 
persecuted its own Jewish 
population during the war. 
Schwartz vividly described his 
ellperience as a young boy when 
his family was sent up to the 
concentration camps. At 
Auchwitz, he walked with his 
family,sisterandparents, through 
the infamous line of Mendel and 
its inhumane selection of life or 
death. All four family members 
were split up in the pnx:ess. 
Hisparentswerebothkilledin 
the death camp. As he was 
separated from !tis family and 
wondered what was happening, 
Schwartz told of other camp 
inmates who pointed out the 
sm<*e and smell pouring from 
the buildings that housed the 
crematoriwns. Noonehadtotell 
him; he ''figured out what was 
happening." 
Hewassenton toBochenwald 
aworkcamp.ltwasJune3,1944 
and the inmates could see United 
States.plancsflyingoverthecamp. 
In December. he stole adocument 
of historical record from thecamp 
offICe, which he has to this day. 
He presented a copy of it to Dean 
Maninezattheendof!tistalk. On 
April 9, 1945, American B-I7 
bombers leveled the entire 
manufacturing area of 
Buchenwald. Hethoughtthatthis 
was ahopeful sign for the45,(XX) 
irunates then at the camp. "liberation" of Kuwait. 
Soon after it became obvious Obviously, if the United States 
thattheNazi'sweregoingtomove desires to be the leader of the 
Jews out of the camp, on what "free world" then it must act like 
would be a forced march. His it 
groupofinmates, which consisted 
of young men ranging in age from 
8 to 18, was called "Block 8." 
There were Poles, Russians, and 
HungarianJewswithinthegroup. 
Warned of the march, he stole 
Czech identification symbols that 
the Jews in his group used to 
replacetheirJewishstars.Hewas 
able to convince the SS. troops 
forcing the march that he was a 
Czech. and the Jews in his group 
stayed at the camp. 
On April II. there were only 
27,000 left in the camp. The 
camp's enemy alarm began to 
sound, and the inmates began an 
uprising in the camp. Within 30 
minules.U.S.soldiersenteredthe 
camptoliberateitfromtheN31is. 
Schwartz recalled some of the 
events that happened once freed 
from the horror of the camp. The 
Americans brought truck loads of 
toys for the children. He walked 
intoanearvillagetoseewhatwas 
happening. Upon meeting one 
family, he asked for potato and 
flour. 
Whileheseemedtodownplay 
whatheact~lyseenpersona\ly 
inthecamps,hisexperienceswere 
barbaric. He saw severnl men 
shot, apparently for no reason. 
He saw fellow inmates hung as 
eurnples to the others to work 
harder. HesawSS.guardsforce 
two men to beat each other to 
deathwithstmes.Stillheinsisted 
what be saw later after the war 
through the films of George 
SteVens was worse then what he 
"'w. 
There were severnl questions 
from the audience. Heellpressed 
grave concern over theamountof 
revisionist history thatexists, fmn 
neo-nazis to denials that the 
Holocaust ever took place. He 
stated !tis anger over the situation 
in Bosnia, and pointed out the 
hypocrisy in the American 
positioo betwcen Bosnia and the 
He was a1so angered by the 
controversy crearedbya hateful, 
anti·semetic speech made by a 
aide to Louis Farrakhan at a 
college campus. If 00 one will 
If no one will 
stand up to de-
nounce such a 
hateful discrimi-
natory speech in 
a audience of 
educated people, 
it does not bode 
well for the future. 
stand up to denounce such a 
hateful discriminatory speech in 
a audience of educated poople, it 
does not bode wen for the future. 
"I don'tcareforanyonewhodoes 
anything,whoabusestheauthorily 
given to him. Case in point 
Richard Nhon." He urged 
students not to forget about the 
atrocities and the Nazi's "fmal 
solution." "Iamasking you,allof 
you 10 be on guard that 00 such 
holocaust happens ever again 
anywhere on thisearth.~ 
A question about the recent 
movie,Schlndlec'sUst.,prompted 
Schwartz to comment on the 
importance of bearing witness to 
such a monstrous event as the 
Holocaustsothatweensurethatit 
will not happen again. Soon no 
actualsurvivorsofthecampswill 
still be living, and then it will be 
for those who have heard, to 
continue 10 speak OUL Although 
there have been many books 
written on the Holocaust, he 
approved of the movie becausehe 
thoughtitwouldreachpeoplewho 
might not read the boob. 
PLEASE HELP! PLEASE HELP! 
Irwin Memorial is looking for an organizer for next year's two blood 
drives. Working on the Blood Drive is personally edifying - one dona-
tion of blood can save up to three lives, and San Francisco's blood 
supply is always low. PLEASE HELP! You will be doing a beautiful 
service for an especially tender group. Volunteering will enhance 
your life resume and after many years of being a blood-sucking 
lawyer, God may forgive you if She sees one kind act in your life. 
Besides, it's FUN and Irwin's staff is great to work with. PLFASE VOL-
UNTEER! Keep Hastings' name on the Award list at Irwin and prove 
to the world that people can get blood from lawyers. All interested, 
• drop a note in Sheila Allen's SIC folder or leave message (415) 861· 
: 1104. 
................................................... 
By Diane Lewis 
STAFF WRITER 
Four new professors will join 
Hastings faculty next semester. 
And none is a member of the 
over-65 club. In fact, oone has 
evenjoinedthehalf-centuryclub. 
Shauna Marshall will involved in 
clinical programs of the Civil 
JusticeClinic: Ashutosh (Ash for 
shon) Bhagwat will he teaChing 
contracts, anti-trust, and possibly 
law and economics: Rory Liule 
will be teaching criminal law. 
criminal procedure, professional 
responsibility,andaseminar. Ugo 
Mattei will be the first appointee 
to the Fromm chair, an endowed 
position. Mattei will be teaChing 
comparative law and law and 
economics. Both Linleand Mattei 
taughtatHastingsduringthefail. 
1993 semester. 
Thenewgrouphasimpeccable 
academic credentials. They were 
at the top of their respective 
classes, and two of them clerked 
withSupremeCowtjustices. They 
au have kick. butt resumes. And, 
apparently, they impressed the 
faculty. 
The administration is very 
enthusiastic about the selections. 
Dean Martinez believes ''we've 
hired a great group. The new 
professorsrepresentawiderange 
of backgrounds and uperience. 
They will bring a lot to Hastings 
to make it a richer place. 'The 
students are going 10 like them." 
Students are reserving their 
judgment on some of the 
candidates. Onlytwoofthefour 
were interviewed by students. 
Two "represented an opportunity 
apanfromtheprocess,"accCl'ding 
to Dean Martinez,and were hired 
in advance of the process. 
Shauna Marnhall, currently 
director of the East Palo Alto 
Communily Law Project was oot 
interviewed by students. 
Unfortunately, conflicting 
schedules precluded her from 
beinginterviewedforthisarticle. 
Ugo Mattei is a tenured 
professor at the University of 
Trento in ha.ly. where he win 
spend half of the year. AtTrento 
he teaches civil law and an 
introduction to African Law and 
Institutions. Mattei taught 
comparative law at Hastings last 
semester and liked the students 
andfacuily. He says he hoped to 
createacrossculturalintecchange. 
In hisspare time, Mattei has been 
involved in projects ina numher 
of African countries including, 
Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, the 
Congo, and Cameroon. 
Hehastwodaughters,3and 6 
yean old. And be writes litt.:raIUre 
as wen as legal treatises. He is 
c\ll'l'ently working 011 a novel (in 
Italian) which provides a 
psychological analysis of two 
people, and their interactioo with 
the legal justice system. 
Mattei evidenced a sensitivity 
10 the needs and concerns of 
students. He stated that, "I am 
slilltryingtoadjust,tounderstand, 
in general. the organization of 
legal education in the U.S., 
expectationsofstudents,howthey 
liked to be approached." He 
indicated that Italian law students 
are undergraduates, not grown up 
like American students. Also, 
studentsherearemorediverse. "I 
care about minorities and how 
people feel about their relationship 
withauthorily. Thereisaproblem 
of rigidity in our profession 
sometimes. Thewaypeoplethink 
about law is how they think about 
Iife--things are all right or all 
wrong. Insensitivityispanofthis 
profession. Idon'twanttobelike 
that." Ugo Mattei and his 
philosophy will be welcomed 
additions to the Hastings 
community. 
Student representatives did 
participate in the interviews of 
Rory Little and Ash BI>.agwat 
Utile is c\ll'l'ently Assistant U.S. 
Attorney in San FnlnCisco. He 
was a visiting professor at 
Hastings last semester, having 
been summonedtoteacbaiminal 
law on a few days notice when a 
professor took leave for 
emergency surgery. June Morse, 
Associated Students of Hastings 
president, was impressed that 
Linlebelievesthattberelationsbip 
betweenfacuItyandstudentsdoes 
not have to be adversarial. "He 
was involved in student 
government at his undecgraduate 
school, and seelns open to student 
input He said that at his alma 
mater (Yale) faculty acted as 
advisors to student groups," 
recalled Morse. Kym Goodrum, 
Black Law Students Association 
president, alsointerviewed Little, 
andsaid that he seemed "sensitive 
to isslJCS and to the sensibilities of 
students. He likes 10 provoke 
discussion. He has an inlerest in 
public interest programs, and was 
surpri.sedthatHaslingsdoesn·t 
have a suong public interest 
program." 
Little also "talked to u.s about 
grades,"Mcnestated. "Hedidn't 
think Hastings should have letter 
grades. From his perspective a 
'P' was better than a 'C.' It's 
psychologica1, but it's imponant 
He said it was helpful,orat least 
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Drama 
Law Revue Crew Amuses and Abuses You 
By Elaine Paplos 
DRAMA Clune 
Hastings'veryownLawR~ut 
attracted a full house with a 
number of hilarious skits 
especiallydesignoo to keep those 
whocanhandlerude,directhwnor 
"in",andthosewhocannot. "OUL ~ 
The Law Rt!llut should "give 
people a chance to let off some 
steam and give them a chance to 
talkaboutthethings students love 
and hate most about Hastings,~ 
saidthird yearLawRevut veteran 
Joel Agron, "It is the most fun 
I've had in Law School." The 
responsefromthefacuJlyhasbeen 
overwhelmingly positive this 
year. Dean Kane was even 
hon<redtobeparodied by talented 
third-year Dolly Reynolds, 
another Law R~ut veteran. 
Each year, studenlS volunteer 
to write, produce, and orchestrate 
a twO hour entertainment 
extravaganza with comedy 
derivedfromcwrentnewsevents, 
television shows and celebrities 
to our very own Hastings' 
classrooms. Next year's Law 
Revue producer-to·be, Lesley 
Kim, was impressed by the talent 
that exists underneath the typical 
law student exterior. ''People are 
just vecytalented,"remarkedKim 
after wiblessing the dedication by 
this year's student volunteers. 
Various Law Revue skits 
included; 
Introductory Song: A soft 
shoe to the tune of "It Had To Be 
You" in which actors explicitly 
told students "if you don't like it 
[the show], you can eat shit, 
because we have your su bucks," 
as an opening Chorus Line. The 
song wenton to say that "law is no 
laughing matter ... we are going 
to have fun at other's expense~ 
and "if we're being too crass -
they can kiss our ass." The song 
also introduced the Director of 
thel.owRevue, Bob Hinrichs,and 
the Producer, lune Morse, who 
described her own participation 
asher1asteffcrttobecomc''Quecn 
of Hastings." 
Deep Thoughts: Parroting 
Saturday Night Live's Deep 
Thollghu,theLawR~utincluded 
their own TV produced Deep 
Thoughts by Bud Weiser as 
attentiongrabben:inbetweenaclS. 
The first started off with this 
question asked from one law 
student to another: "lohn,did you 
know that law students are 26% 
moretike1y tooommilsuicide,! ... 
John'!" The extracrdinary video 
bilS were produced by Martin 
Pacholuk and Laura Irvine from 
the T.V. Office. 
Legal EDteriainment 
Tonight wasanoffshootfrom the 
CBS's nightly show with John 
Tush (Travis Gemoets) and Mary 
Tart (Alice McTighe) as the 
anchors. The twO began by 
"introducing the new Hastings' 
CoUege of the Law Banending 
School~andlawSlUdentsas"mcre 
dramatists, not to dcal with 
reality." In a A Few Good Law 
S/udtnJstheHastingsLawJournai 
Editor-in-Chief (Eric Johnson- in 
his brilliant introduction to the 
Hastings stage) testified that the 
journal has "little or no apparent 
purpose. It consists of thousands 
of pages of meaningless 
scholarship. I throw bake sales 
mere feet from people who want 
to kill me.~ 
Overall, Legal 
Entertainment was adominating 
skit which included variations on 
movies like: A Few Good Law 
S/lidenlS, Filii Me/al Tax Code 
and Geria/ric Park. In FilII Me/al 
Tax Code, Professor Huuon's 
(Matt Swartz in one of the 
evening's strongest 
pcrfonn3nceS) srudents, including 
a cameo by a tremulous Professor 
Lind and his oulre commereial 
outline, wcre made to chant, like 
soldiers in line, their pledge of 
allegiance to the Tax Code: ''The 
tax code is my best friend. I must 
learn to master it. I must 
manipulate the Tax Code better 
than my opponent who will audit 
me.~ Students shrieked in hOfTOl' 
during Geriatric ParI.: where 
ancient law school professors, 
Riesenfeld (Bryan Smith) and 
Shattuck (Joel Agron in a repeat 
performance) roamed at will. 
Mary Kay Kane Cosmetics: 
Inanolhervilieointerlude,filrned 
in the third floor bathroom, Dolly 
Reynolds made her smashing first 
appearance as Dean Mary Kay 
Kane. Always eager to help 
Hasting students (third year 
veterans Courtney Bailey and 
Michele Macosky) suuggling in 
a tight job markel, Kane 
introduced her new line of "Mary 
Kay Kane cosmetics" which 
included a "look of nepotism" 
and an outright declaration that 
"the competition won't have a 
chance." Reynolds mirrored Kane 
in clothing, appearance, and 
overall body Stalure, 
Tonya Harding Institule for 
Non-Competitiveness: In 
responsetotheseeminglyendless 
Harding/Kerriganfiasco,theLaw 
ReVile created it's very own 
''Tonya Harding lnstimte for Non· 
Competitiveness," "Pesky 
boyfriend in the way forsoccessr 
asked third year Darin Leviloff, 
"NumberonestudentinCOIIDaClS 
got you down? Call the Tonya 
Harding Institute. The Tonya 
Harding Institute for Non-
Competitiveness, in a special 
introductory offer, will charge 
only $200 for the rlTSt four people 
with fractured skulls." 
Hastinlls Law Jeopardy: 
A1ongwithucllangesrudentfrom 
Leiden, 'Inga', three law students 
fought to lhe fmish for their 
Jeopardy championship title. 
SecondyearLauren Knudsenasa 
dead-oo Alex Trebek quizzed \he 
contestanlS in such categories as 
"Mime that Legal Concept", 
"Professors Who Have Married 
Their Students", and "Important 
Hastings Dates". Answer: 1973. 
Question: When wasthe Iasttime 
Profess(I Tierney bought a new 
suit'! Answer: This Hastings 
professor hopes to become the 
next professor to marry his 
student. Question: Who is 
Professor Faigman'! 
Corporate Gurus: In 
response 10 visiting Professor 
Lamben's teaching methods, the 
Law Revue included Lambert 
(second year Edwin Castillo in a 
hilarious performance) 
mistakenly rmding himself in an 
Ashram. Students were garbed in 
IOga·like whitesneetswhereGuru 
Lambert proceeded to drill them 
with endless questions. Instead of 
"renouncing worldly pleasures" 
students were instructed to keep 
their"competitiveadvantage: the 
other bullshit theoretical stuff can 
be taught at the Yale school of 
prayer." Students were still 
"responsible if they could nOI 
make it to prayer." Guru Lambert 
also told students that someday 
the Dalai Lama would be paying 
them S250an hour and when "the 
Dalai Lama tcl1s you to get him 
Nirvana- you get him Nirvana, 1 
don't care how you do it!~ 
American Litillators: Here, 
theLdwRevutstudenlS(Counney 
Bailey and Geoff Moore) 
mastered games and challenges 
to some of the more familiar 
obstacles of obtaining a legal 
education. Eileen 'the 
Prosecutrix' Scallen cum chains 
and whip (Dolly Reynolds) and 
Professor 'Remainderman' 
Cunningham (Eric 10hnson) 
played 'hide the ball' with the 
hapless students. In the second 
round thestudenlS had tocomplete 
a Career Services Obstacle 
Course. With Professor Wang 
(TravisGemoelS)spewingcomy, 
rhyming hypotheticals the 
studentsbadtocompletetheirOCI 
registration formsandc1imb over 
a pile of rejection leners before 
thcclockranoutinordertoreceive 
their prize. The students were 
insuucted to "never let anything 
interesting distract you from a 
legal career." 
The Law Revue News: 
AnchorsWolfandTabitha(Darin 
l.eviloff and June Morse) updated 
the Hastings community on fast 
breaking news stories: A new 
clinic will be opened next year 
entitled: Frontier Justice Clinic: 
Ellie Nesler will be teaching a 
course next year entitled "Law 
and Marksmanship~: Super-
model Fabio will be leaching 
anothernewcourseentitled"Law 
and Love": Career Services new 
publication "How To Serve Law 
Students" is actually a cookbook! 
The Law ReVile News included 
director Bob Hinrichs introducing 
a section on new Politically 
Correct Tenninology: Short = 
"LengthinessChallenged~;lnsane 
= "Reality Challcnged"; Anal 
Retentive = "Bowel Movement 
Challenged": Blackacre = 
"African=American Acre": 
Computer Illiterate = "Dipshit"; 
Career Services = "the Alumni 
Lounge~. Professor Scallen (Dolly 
Reynolds) appeared with a 
screeching guest editorial on the 
quality of news reporting on 
campus: "the fIatulant sleazebag 
Gorgiases at the Law News are 
too stupid and ugly 10 understand 
the importance of being nice!" 
To Tell The Truth: Leslie 
Hyman, Courtney Bailey, and 
Michele Macosky stump 
contestanlS aslung will the real 
Kristin Aierl please stand up? 
Kane's World: Deans Kane 
(DollyReynolds)andGray(Geoff 
Moore) created their own 
rendition of Kane's World 
complete with body movements 
and "excellent" innuendoes. 
"Party on, Dean!" The Deans 
taught Ldw News editor-in-chief 
Steven Feinstein (believably 
playing himself in a cameo role) 
thetruemeaningofadministrative 
reprisals after Shazi (Edwin 
Castillo in a priceless 
perfonnance) served the trio a 
special Jaw cafe lunch of black 
bean and polenta fIautas with a 
special shenied cream of polenta 
and zucch4,ti curry sauce. 
Up All Nighl With Gordie 
VanKessel:ProfessorVan Kessel 
(TravisGemoets) has alate-night 
talk show where he intervicws 
Associate Academic Dean Brian 
Gray(GooffMoore)andProfessor 
Gail Bird (Counney Bailey). 
When asked about Hastings' 
withdrawal policy, Gray 
responded by admitting that 
"abstinence never worked. "When 
asked about the dreaded W-Gate 
scandal,Graynotcdthat"thiswas 
one more way to increase the 
competitivenessatHastings."The 
most popular line of the night 
cameafterVan Kessel asked Bird 
why she didn't call Community 
Property what it really was-
namely "bitch gets half." Bird 
responded that she preferred to 
callit"assholegetswMt'scoming 
to him." 
Finale: Honey-voiced Alice 
McTighe, with help from Joel 
Agron, became Tammy "Stand 
By YourMan"Wyneueand urged 
the entire cast to join her in the 
chorus of "Don't Raise Your 
Hand". 
The somewhat inebriated 
audience readily applauded all the 
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Student Fights For 
Parkers' Rights 
By Elaine Paplos 
STIU'FWRJT1!R 
TheenactmentofnewpaI'king 
ticket laws is denying Bay Area 
citizens their fundamental 
Fourteenth Amendment rights to 
dueprocess,accordingtoalawsuit 
brought by a Hastings swdenL 
Third year David Olenczuk 
and attorney David Brown 
initiated twO class actions against 
AJameda County and the City of 
Monterey. The class actions 
protest the constitutionality of 
California's new parking ticket 
laws. Brown, a Monterey solos 
practitioner. istheauthorof.Ei.&b1 
~ a book designed to 
help people fight moving 
violations. 
Last J uly, the State governing 
board which regulates parking 
tickets adopted a new policy 
decriminalizing parking tickets. 
Currently, alleged violators are 
required to jump through twO 
hoops before they are entitled to 
their day in court. 
FItSt, in order to challenge a 
citation, citizens must send in a 
written explanation of any excuse 
for the alleged viQlatitln. "More 
often than not," saidOIenc.zulr.:, 
"citizens are SUIt back denials." 
Second, in order to continue 
the citation review process, 
citizens must pay the parking 
ticket itself before an 
adminisuative review will be 
DavidOuflCzd:PIUUd 
granted. This has the effect of 
forcing citizens to pay the fine 
beforereceivingtheiropportunity 
to be heard. Additionally, 
adminisuative review is 
cooducted by the very samepeople 
who issued the ticket· either the 
City or County· creating a 
pDrentiai conflict of inreresL 
Olenczuk, Brown, and other 
class action members, believe the 
administnltive "pay first" policy 
is unconstiwtional. Olenczuk and 
Brown rely on case law such as: 
F/UfJ/ts ~. SM~in, which held 
thatdueprocessrequiresadequare 
notice before goods are seized; 
andSrtUukch v. FamilyFif1(Jnu, 
which held the garnishment of 
wages without lheopportunity for 
notice and a hearing 
unconstitutional. The existing 
parking laws are "a violatioo of 
the Founcenth Amendment and 
Article I, section 7 of the 
California Constitution", 
commented Olenczuk. 
Olenczuk and Brown have 
made progress in Monterey, but 
lost in Alameda County. The 
Alameda class action suit 
challenged both the 
constitutionality of the parking 
statute and the S25 mandatory 
processing fee. TheCourt denied 
a request for a preliminary 
injunction buttheclassaction was 
slayed with respect to class 
representatives. Olenczuk and 
Brown are currently working on 
anappcal. 
In Monrerey, thecoungranted 
a temporary restraining order 
againsttheCityandconvenedthe 
suit into a Preemptory WriL A 
hearing dale is sel for May 29 
wherethecasewill be heard on its 
merits. 
Ever since I was young 
my mother said, "If you 
~on't have something 
nice to say. Don't say 
~nything at aiL" 
Love, 
The Angry Man 
A.priI20, /994 
Updates 
by Sheila Allen 
Staff Update 
This month, Officer Dave Hardy has resigned 
to pursue opportunities patrolling on the Intemet 
superhighway. Many olthe graduating students 
remember Officer Dave's safety video and his 
broad smile and enthusiastic can-do attitude. 
Joan Majerus, Chief Financial Officer, has 
also tendered her resignation - she will be 
enjoying a lucrative income boost at National 
University in San Diego. 
Professor Woody has also announced plans 
to retire. 
Three very nice people ... We didn't do it - H's 
the corroborative effect of all of us. Don1 blame 
Law News, we like them - we didn't drive them 
away I 
Security Update 
McAllister Tower is having trouble with a 
resident who thinks It is comical 10 throw stuff out 
a window that is over eleven floors highl Last 
year, garbage, water balloons and a hefty 
casebook were thrown from a corner (McAllister 
& Leavenworth) window. This year, water 
balloons are the weapon of choice and one has 
smashed a car windshield. Whoever is throwing 
sluff: even a waler balloon can be fatal from that 
height. Someone is going to get hurt - please 
STOP. Anyone withinformation about any objects 
thrown from the windows, kindly report ij. 
New Young Profs 
psychological, but it's imponanl 
He said it was helpful, or at least 
less hurtful, in getting jobs." 
Goodrum echoed Morse's 
positiveappraisaiofLittle,saying 
"He seemed like he would do 
more for swdents than some of 
!heot.'1ercandidates." 
ThefinainewhiIeinlerViewed 
by students was Ash BhagwaL 
Heispresently in private practice 
at the Washington, D.C. firm off 
Sidley&Austin.lnastatementto 
the Conege, Bhagwat indicated 
that when he's not doing law he 
"enjoys eating good food and 
drinking good wine with his 
wife ... and sporadic exercise." 
Although Bl"lagwat has nottalll!,ht 
law before, Dean Martinez was 
confident that he will be a fine 
professor. Martinez explained, 
"We evaluate a person's poise, 
performance in interviews and 
faculty presentation. He made a 
complex topic accessible to those 
in lhe room who didn', have 
expertise, but was sufficiently 
sophisticated for those with 
expertise in the field. n 
Goodrum reflected a wait and 
seeattitucleaboutBhagwat,noting 
that "he didn't seem student· 
oriented Andhewasnotinvolved 
in student activities in school." 
MO£5e agreed. "1 have no idea 
whether he'd be one to enjoy a 
rapport with students." Morse 
believes he will be a strong 
proponento(theSocrnticmethod. 
"I found him to be uaditional. He 
was traditionally schooled. When 
I asked what he would offer to 
Hastings he said what he brings is 
the diversity or his background 
coupled with a uaditional 
background," remembered 
Morse. At least he is under 65. 
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Letters to the Editor 
The message and effect of 
most of this "humor" was 10 
degrade, malign, and further 
stigmatize those targeled by the 
LawNews.lnparricular, we want 
to exJX'CSS our concern over the 
numerousexamplesof degrading, 
offensive, stigmatizing "jokes" 
which invoked crude stereotypes 
and asserted hateful, false and 
injuriousperspectivesintheguise 
of "hum<r". 
What Are We Objecting To? 
Many of our friends and 
colleagues didn't want 10 read 
throughtheentirepaper,choosing 
to toss it in the 1raSh. Still, we 
believe it is imponant to point 
out a few examples of what we 
found so objectionable and 
tiresome about the Law Ruse. 
"Pedestrian Interviews" 
regarding choice of graduation 
speaka that degrade women and 
stereotype Jewish swdents. 
''(Namedwellknownactress) 
- Maybe we could get the Clara 
Follz Feminist Association to 
invite her. She has rad tits." and 
"[made up name] Ed Jew Cation 
- Alan Decshowitz. He proves 
that Jews are neither loud, 
obnoxious, nor pushy .... " 
A malicious "parody" lellCf 
against an actual student using 
racist and sexist stereotypes to 
malign political activism 
White People, White 
Paper .... You are all white racists 
and I can prove it because you 
always use white paper to pint 
your Euro--while, dominating, 
Salsa, Americo---Hispano dissing 
paper. Only I can use wetback in 
a sentence. I don't do toilets! No 
Mas Toilets! I hate everyone! I 
deserve everything for free. 
Nobody but my race has ever 
been hun - I just brokea fmgernail 
yesterday. [signed) Mucho Bore 
10th Year 
A series of "Letters to the 
Editcc" with viclousmisogynistic 
messages. 
Dear Editor, I am sensitive to 
Women's Movements. So is my 
dick. and A Cry for Help ... Dear 
Editor, Boo Hoo. Boo Hoo. 
[signed] Medusa, Professor and 
fmaJly Rapist Wanted ... Dear 
Editor, All men are potential 
rapists.Sowhen will I fmdmine7 
[signed] Katherine McWolf 
3Osomething year. 
An anicle suggesting that 
LEOP is for srudents who are 
otherwise ''notquaiified''to hem 
Jaw school. 
[Tonya] Harding does not 
havethetraditionalqualifications 
for admissions to HaSllngs, 
having neva allended college .... 
This won't be a problem. She 
will be admined under the Be-
Bop LEOP program. 
And a "joke" murder wish list 
of target-group members 
rn~ are other people, of 
various gendersand nationalities, 
thatI'd like to fuckin' strangle ... 
(ie.IOSleazyChineseLandlords 
Who Should Be Shot At Point 
Blank Range, 15 Ball Busting 
Female Judges Who Should Be 
Thrown Off The Golden Gate 
Bridge, and so on). 
Understanding The Impact 
To understand what this kind 
of "speech" represents, we must 
examinethehistoryand natureof 
racism in the U.S. The 
subordination of people of color 
in this countty, whether it was 
slaveI)' and Jim Crow tt Native 
American genocide has always 
been anchored by the ideology of 
white supremacy. Racistlsexist/ 
homophobic ideas and the 
manifestation of these ideas in 
action and speech have been 
critical to maintaining a popular 
belief among dominant group 
memhersabout the inferiority of 
minorities as defined by race, 
nationalorigin,religiouspmctice, 
gender orsexuai preference. 
Critical Race scholars have 
developed a framework for 
understandingtheimpactofraclst 
speechontarget-groupmembeI's. 
Columbia Law Professa-Patricia 
Williams calls it "spirit murdcf" 
becauscofthedestructiveimpact 
itcanhaveonthevictim'spsyche. 
Mari Matsudadescribedtheeffect 
on target-group members that 
includes both physiological and 
emotional symptoms. This 
applies to suistand homophobic 
auacksas well. 
In addition to the impact on 
the individual member of the 
target-group, offensive speech 
has acommunity-wideimpact as 
well. The thinking of the 
dominant-group member is 
affected, no matter how much 
thatperson wants to "do the right 
thing." So even though most of 
us may reject these messages as 
wrong and sick and degrnding, 
the messages are there 
nonetheless, impacting our 
perception and interaction with 
the target-group members. 
We Can Do Better. We Must 
Do8eItet. 
Oppression and subordination 
based on race, gender, sexual 
orientation and group 
characteristics in U.S. society is 
a reality. It's real life, II'S nght 
now. And that's theconlext that 
we must use lO eJ(amine the 
Hastings Law Ruse Edition. 
As students we need to 
acknowledge the destructive 
nature of racist, misogynistic and 
homophobic spe«h. We can't 
mistaketheseassaultsfora"robust 
exchange of ideas and critical 
thought". Hate crimes involving 
physical assaults are not a 
legitimate part of critical 
interaction. Neither are these 
psychiC assaults against 
subordinated groups. They actio 
shut down discourse instead of 
expandingfreespoech. Wehavea 
responsibility as members of the 
legal commWlity to stand up for 
what have been and still are the 
ideals of our profession: justice 
and equality. Part of this 
commitment needs 10 include 
creatingasupportiveenvironment 
f!lfdiversity. 
Hastings has the potential 10 
be the cutting edge of legal 
education, one that reflccts the 
breadth and depth of our multi-
cultural society. Thisaspirationis 
sctomindraftsandconceptpieces 
about the Hastings 2000 plan. 
These documents allude to 
Hastings' role as a leading urban 
legal institution, one akin to New 
York University. 
However, weare the ones who 
must do the hard work necessary 
to make this goal a reality. We 
have theopponunity to sct a new 
standard for legal institutions by 
decisively fashiOning, here and 
now, an inclusive law school 
community -one whcreeveryone 
can study and learn in peace. We 
must accept this challenge to 
transform our institution, or be 
complicitous in maintaining 
irJe(juaiity. 
Judy Appel, Monifer Brown, 
Francis Cheng, Marcia Dore, 
Julius Erolin, Karelle 
Fairweather, Jill Friedman, 
Mary Gonzales, Lawrence 
Hinkle, Jacqueline Jackson, 
Frances LaBaw, Diane Lewis, 
Melody Lowe, Artricia Moore, 
Danielle Ochs-Tiliotson, 
Michael Schmitz, Larry Simon, 
Alexa Smith, Kwok Soo Hoo, 
Katie Yun:hak, Joni Jacobs, 
Claudia Melgar, Victoria 
Alzapiedi, Kristina MacKey, 
Rita Luevanos, David Williams, 
Chris Ayayo, Than Luu, Jeffrey 
Li, Rutherford Gon7..a1ves, 
Kushal Bhakta, Andrew Lo, 
Karen Makkreel, Chi-Yung 
Kim, Monica Moy, La Raza 
Law Students Association, 
Black Law Students' Associa-
tion, Filipino Bar Association of 
Northern California at Hastings 
, Hastings Alliance of Gays and 
Lesbians. 
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HOLLYWOOD BILLIARDS 
Announces 
HASTINGS NIGHT !!! 
Every Monday Night 
Show valid student ID, Play free 
full bar 
24-hour validated security parting 
Mon-Fri happy hour 4:30-7:30 
memberships available 
Wednesday Ladles' Night - Thursday Men's Night 
61 Golden Gate Ave 
San Francisco, CA94102 
(betw. Jones & Taylor) 
(415) 252-9643 
hours: Mon-Tue: 12pm-3am 
Wed-Sun: open 24 hours. 
21 .-d overplaa98 
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SUMMER 1992 BAR EXAM 
First Time Taker Pass Rate 
HASTINGS 
BAR/BRI 
STUDENTS: 
89.7% 
(193 out of 215 students) 
NON-BAR/BRI STUDENTS: 
82% 
(80 out of 97 students) 
